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Abstract 
 
The Royal Botanic Gardens (RBG) in Melbourne, Australia provides teacher 
resource materials to supplement their education programs.  Before additional 
materials are created, the current materials have to be evaluated.  Surveys and 
interviews with teachers, interviews with RBG staff members, and research into the 
teacher resource materials at other organisations provided the information to 
formulate recommendations for RBG.  Recommendations were provided to enhance 
the current teachers’ resource materials, the programs they supplement, the materials’ 
distribution, and offer ideas for new thematic materials.
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Executive Summary 
 
The Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne and Cranbourne are organisations 
that are known for their collections of plant life from Australia and around the world.  
The Gardens offer more to the public than just a living collection of plants, however.  
The Education Services Division of each site has created excursion programs as an 
informational resource for students and teachers throughout Victoria.  The Ian Potter 
Foundation Children’s Garden is located within the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Melbourne where the programs are hosted.  To help support the educational programs 
at the Gardens, the staff members of Education Services have created teacher resource 
materials, also referred to as teachers’ kits; the teachers’ kits provide teachers with 
necessary background information to prepare their class for their excursion.  The 
creation of teacher resource materials presents the opportunity to provide the teachers 
with information that can be used to reinforce the topics addressed in the excursion at 
the Gardens.   
There are a few teacher resource materials available that cover a small portion 
of the programs offered at the Royal Botanic Gardens, and no teacher resource 
materials available for the Children’s Garden.  The Education Services’ staff members 
wish to create more kits for teachers.  Since there are over 40 educational programs 
offered at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne, it would not be feasible to create a 
kit for every program.  The programs will first be organised by the Education Services 
division into themes.  Each theme will have a set of teacher resource materials that 
will correlate to the Victorian Essential Learning Standards.  However, before 
beginning the task of expanding the teacher resource materials they offer, Education 
Services wants to evaluate the effectiveness of their current kits to find out what 
educators are looking for in teacher resource materials.   
The goal of our project was to evaluate the effectiveness of the current 
teachers’ kits at the Royal Botanic Gardens and make recommendations for how to 
enhance these kits based on our research.  Surveys and interviews with Victorian 
teachers were used to collect data on the effectiveness of teachers’ kits, the delivery 
method of the kits, the components teachers and the Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff 
would like to have in kits, and the educational programs offered by the Royal Botanic 
Gardens.  Interviews with the education staff allowed refinement of the initial 
findings and formulation final recommendations.   
Recommended Elements of Teachers’ Kits 
• All kits the education staff members produce should contain a brief history of 
the Royal Botanic Gardens.  Teachers who bring older primary school students to 
the Gardens would like to see a brief history and explanation of why the Gardens are 
important to society.   
• Teachers’ kits should include a description of the plants the students will most 
likely see during their excursion.  Teachers wished to not only prepare the students 
for the excursion, but also reflect upon what the students may have learned during the 
excursion.   
• Include additional hands-on activities in the kits that are organised into one area 
of the kit.  Many teachers thought that the kits would benefit from including more 
ideas for activities to do in the classroom.  
• List of how hands-on activities incorporate a variety of curriculum areas.  
Teachers are looking to the Gardens for an excursion that they can integrate into all 
aspects of their curriculum.   
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• Indication of where the materials and programs correspond to the Victorian 
Essential Learning Standards.  Teachers believe this will allow them to take the 
excursion experience and apply it to the interrelated strands.   
• Include class project instructions in the teachers’ kits.  These sheets would provide 
suggestions on how the teacher can recreate the theme in their own classroom.  
• Include topic sheets in the teachers’ kits.  We suggest placing the topic sheets in the 
kits near the hands-on activities section so teachers can use the sheets build off of 
hands-on activities. 
• Provide teachers with resources to obtain student worksheets to use after the 
excursion.   Though worksheets were a frequent request from teachers, the education 
staff members are reluctant to provide teachers directly with worksheets. As a 
compromise, they could include the links to sites where possible worksheets could be 
found on the website.   
• The education staff should make the information provided in the kits tailored to 
different levels.  It is our understanding that if the kits provided information for 
different levels, they would be more applicable to what the teachers are teaching and 
help the teachers plan their excursions and follow up lessons.   
• Education Services should produce their thematic kits using a template so all the 
kits provide similar elements of materials to teachers.  The creation of a thematic 
kit outline may allow for the new kits do be developed in a consistent manner. 
Recommendations for Delivery Methods  
• The education staff should continue using their current modes of kit distribution.  
From our data we can conclude that Education Services would benefit from 
continuing their two current forms of distribution which are detailed in the full report. 
• Teachers should be informed about what resource materials are located on the 
education website.  The majority of teachers we asked found the materials currently 
on the website, but were frustrated while trying to find more materials.    
• The website should contain a page for each of the themes the staff will group the 
programs into, and a page for important information on each program.  
Providing a list of the themes with the corresponding programs may make it easier for 
teachers to define which sections of the site they need to visit to get the information 
needed for their excursion.  These sections are detailed in the full report. 
• The pedagogies the staff members have created should be located on the website 
rather than their current location in the teachers’ kit.  Both staff members and 
teachers agree that the pedagogies are important, and should be made available online. 
• The education staff should provide vocabulary sheets on their website for 
teachers.  Using vocabulary sheets may stimulate the students before the excursion.   
Recommendations for Enhancement of Royal Botanic Gardens’ 
Excursion Programs 
• A single page of general practical information regarding the excursion should be 
included with the confirmation letter to teachers.  Teachers requested that the 
Royal Botanic Gardens provide more information about the excursion prior to their 
arrival. 
• Program-specific information should be provided on the Education Services’ 
website.  Teachers feel that program-specific information will allow them to prepare 
students for the excursion and answer any questions teachers may have regarding 
what to expect during the excursion.   
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• Education Services should inform the teachers about how many students can 
visit the Gardens in one group and that only one staff member will be provided 
for a particular group size.  According to the Gardens’ staff, it would not be 
economically feasible to provide more than one teacher per group with thirty or less 
students. 
• Education Services should suggest teachers bring students of the same level.  If a 
teacher brings students of different levels, they will all be in the same group and some 
might not get as much out of the program.   
• The education staff teachers should incorporate a small amount of recreation 
time into the programs for young students.  Teachers suggested that running 
around allows the students to expel their built up energy, which may help improve the 
students’ attention during the program.   
• The education staff should suggest teachers bring a camera on the excursion.   
This would allow the teachers and students to have pictures to use afterwards for 
hands-on activities in the classroom.  The staff members feel that this would allow the 
teacher to become more involved in the excursion with their students. 
 
Examples of teachers’ resource materials from other educational excursion 
organisations were collected and included with the full report to provide examples of 
our recommendations.  The current format and content of the confirmation letter the 
Royal Botanic Gardens distributes was modified to contain the information suggested 
in our recommendations.  A thematic teachers’ kit outline was produced supporting 
our recommendations regarding the teachers’ kits.  Finally, an outline of the 
recommended content for the website was developed.  Hopefully, our 
recommendations will be implemented by the Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education 
Services and help them continue to have one of Victoria’s most outstanding 
educational excursion programs. 
 
 x
1. Introduction 
The biodiversity of Australia is threatened as areas of native flora are 
converted to metropolitan and agricultural areas.  The native bush of Australia is 
important to the visual beauty of the land, as well as the culture and recreation of its 
citizens.  As more land is used for agricultural and urban purposes, the opportunity for 
children to explore nature on their own may decrease.  Educating children on the 
importance of environmental conservation and the purpose of flora and fauna may 
contribute to the maintenance of Australia’s biodiversity (Australian Bureau of 
Statistics, 2002, pg. 1).   If children are taught about the environment in a fun and 
engaging manner they may be more likely to remember what they learned.  Ruth A. 
Wilson, an associate professor of Early Childhood Special Education has stated that, 
“Because young children learn through direct experiences, they can learn about the 
natural world only through frequent exposure to it” (Wilson, 1995, pg. 9).  When 
children are able to interact with what they are learning about, such as the 
conservation of our environment, they are more likely to understand and retain what 
they have learned.     
One place for students to receive this type of hands-on experience is at the 
Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne, Victoria.  Their mission is:  “to advance 
knowledge, enjoyment and conservation of plants through excellence in biodiversity 
research and management, horticultural displays and educational programs” (About 
Us, 2005, pg. 1).  In the 2003 school year, over 21,000 students attended excursion 
programs (known as field trips in the United States) at the Gardens (Annual Report, 
2004, pg. 1). The Royal Botanic Gardens has recently opened the Ian Potter 
Foundation Children’s Garden.  This area is specifically designed for children to 
participate in programs that help them learn about plants, with topics such as 
biodiversity, food, culture, and art.  The programs that are currently available serve a 
wide range of educational needs, from early childhood to secondary levels.  The 
Children’s Garden is also an asset to teachers in the Victorian educational system 
because the programs offered there can be integrated into many different aspects of 
education that a teacher may wish to emphasise (Note: This report is written in 
Australian English).  By bringing students outdoors to experience nature and 
participate in hands-on activities, teachers can gear the experience towards any aspect 
that they want to get the students interested in.   
The Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education Services provides teachers who come 
to the Gardens on excursions with teacher resource materials, or ‘teachers’ kits,’ to 
use with their classes.  The kits offer a wide array of information to teachers on many 
aspects of the Gardens and topics that the students may encounter during the 
excursion.  By learning information relevant to the program that the students will 
attend, such as common vocabulary that will be used, the student can focus more on 
participating in the program.  The kits also provide teachers with ideas for hands-on 
projects that students can engage in before or after the excursion to expand on their 
experience at the Gardens and experience all the wonders of the Children’s Garden.  
The teachers can also tie the excursion into any other educational area that the teacher 
wishes.  Education Services currently offers over forty educational programs; 
however, there are only kits available for a few programs.  Education Services wishes 
to create more kits, so each program has teacher resource materials to allow teachers 
to expand on the experience gained at the Gardens.  Since it would not be feasible to 
create an individual kit for each program, the programs will first be organised into 
thematic groups.  A set of teacher resource materials would then be developed for 
each theme of programs. However, before new kits are created by the education staff 
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at the Gardens, Education Services wants their current kits to be evaluated to 
determine areas that need to be added, removed, or enhanced. 
The goal of our project was to evaluate the effectiveness of the current 
program kits at the Royal Botanic Gardens and to make recommendations for the kits 
based on our research.  By recommending useful and effective kit components and 
other ideas for the thematic teachers’ kits, we aimed to provide Education Services 
with suggestions that may help students get the most out of their excursion.  Our 
recommendations for activities, assignments, and hands-on materials, are aimed 
toward making the teacher resource materials more effective, as well as toward 
attracting more teachers to visit the Gardens, not just as an excursion, but as an 
educational experience.  Research from resource materials at other botanical gardens 
and education sites helped determine new information that could be used in future 
teachers’ kits.  This new knowledge was intended to help make their new kits more 
innovative and useful for teachers.  From our research, we made recommendations 
pertaining to enhancements for the Royal Botanic Gardens’ programs and the website 
used to deliver the educational materials. 
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2. Background 
 
This chapter provides the background necessary to understand the significance 
of this project with the Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education Services in Melbourne, 
Australia.  At the start of the chapter, we establish the social role of botanical gardens 
as an educational resource to the community.  The concepts behind why nature should 
be incorporated into a student’s education and what botanical gardens around the 
world and in Melbourne are doing to facilitate this endeavour are reviewed.  We also 
analyse the current educational materials offered at other botanical gardens as well as 
other educational excursion organisations around Australia.  Finally, we present 
descriptions of the current educational materials offered at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens.  
 
2.1. Botanical Gardens 
The history and educational roles of botanical gardens illustrate their 
importance to society.  For centuries, botanical gardens have been at the forefront of 
plant science and have helped bridge the gap between society and nature.  Below is a 
brief description of why botanical gardens are an important facet to society, and why, 
as a part of their educational mission, many choose to develop and offer educational 
programs to both students and the public. We also discuss how students can use 
botanical gardens as a resource and a link to the natural world in which they live. 
 
2.1.1. Role of Botanical Gardens in Society 
 In 1941, W. Hill wrote that “[i]n a garden may be found both rest and 
refreshment to soul and body and also inspiration with opportunities for reflection and 
research” (Hill, 1941, pg. 439).  People visit botanical gardens for a variety of 
different reasons ranging from natural reflection to sightseeing to educational 
purposes.  No matter where one travels today, there is a large chance that there will be 
a botanical garden somewhere in the area.  Most botanical gardens in major cities 
have become affiliated with the local government in order to better serve the 
community.  These gardens typically cultivate the indigenous plants of the area, 
usually in a conservation effort (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2005, pg. 1).  A 
botanic garden entertains a wide range of visitors; some people visit simply to take in 
what the gardens have to offer in local plants and wildlife, while other people use the 
gardens’ resources for academic purposes to discover more about plant science.  The 
gardens are a place for tourists to learn more about the natural history of the area they 
are visiting.  
The American Heritage Dictionary defines a botanical garden as “a place 
where a wide variety of plants are cultivated for scientific, educational, and 
ornamental purposes, often including a library, a herbarium, and greenhouses” (The 
American, 2000, pg. 215).  There are many resources available at most botanical 
gardens in addition to the rich plant life.  These resources make botanical gardens a 
valuable educational resource to the public.   
The library, herbarium, and greenhouse of a botanical garden can act 
collectively to turn the gardens into a centre for plant studies and research.  Scientists 
use the gardens’ libraries and herbariums to store valuable information to further the 
field of plant science.  A library is a very common feature of a botanical garden; the 
library at a botanical garden contains numerous volumes of books, journals, and other 
resources pertaining to plant science (Library, 2005, pg. 1).  The herbarium, a 
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collection of dried plants and herbs that have been categorised and stored for 
scientific study, is usually considered an essential part of a botanical garden.  The 
herbarium is a valuable educational resource as well; it functions as a botanic library 
of biological samples.  Each biological sample in a herbarium is accompanied by its 
specific information: the name of the specimen, a description and latitude and 
longitude of where the specimen was found, the name of the person who collected the 
specimen, the date the specimen was taken, and any notes that are important to the 
specific plant that would not be deducible from the sample that was taken (Herbarium, 
2005, pg. 1). 
 The botanical garden is the scientific mecca for plant science research and 
materials (UBC, 2005, pg. 2).  Many gardens cultivate plants for scientific purposes.  
For example, the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew Gardens in England has an 
extensive research program devoted to the study of orchids. The evolution of the 
orchid, seed conservation, and colour are a few aspects studied by researchers in the 
program (Chase, 2005, pg. 1).  Botanical gardens worldwide provide the scientific 
community with valuable information on numerous plant species through their 
research programs. 
Most gardens, however, are not simply research facilities for plant science. A 
botanical garden can also serve as a representation of the community: a display of that 
society’s culture and history (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2005, pg. 1).  Since the 
plants in a botanic garden are grown for many different purposes, they can provide a 
broad range of educational opportunities for the public.  Many plants at botanical 
gardens are cultivated for ornamental purposes, to be appreciated for their beauty. 
These plants, which are often are not native to the area, can, from a general 
educational perspective, provide an overview of the plant life possible in nature.  
Many gardens also use arboretums to house nature trails and nature preserves as part 
of an educational experience for the community’s students and tourists.  These 
gardens open their facilities to distinguished university scientists, school teachers, and 
students. 
 
2.1.2. Nature Education for School Children 
 There are many aspects of nature that can facilitate learning experiences for 
young children.  Outdoor experiences help children expand their understanding of 
nature which, in turn, influences all stages of intellectual development (Wilson, 1995, 
pg. 5).  One particular aspect of nature that children can use to further their learning is 
plant science.  From a scientific standpoint, the existence of life on Earth is directly 
correlated to the ability of plants to use the sun’s energy to produce the necessary 
molecules needed to maintain life (Raven, 1999, pg. 0).  For millions of years, plants 
have been an essential resource for sustaining life, and have been incorporated into 
societies as a staple of supporting life.  Many organisms turn to plants as a source of 
nutrition and as a mechanism for the conversion of carbon dioxide to oxygen (Raven, 
1999, pg. 1).  Since children may not realise the importance of plants and nature in 
their society, it may be beneficial to teach children why plants and nature are so 
essential.  College-bound students should be familiar with plant science since it is 
incorporated into many different areas of study. As today’s children grow into 
adulthood they will face the problems that society consistently encounters: pollution, 
food shortages, global warming, and the destruction of the ozone layer (Raven, 1999, 
pg. 1).  Receiving a solid foundation in plant science as a child is one way to develop 
a greater understanding of environmental issues, and the impact that humans have on 
the environment. 
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Students can look to the gardens not only as an excursion destination but as a 
place to extend their knowledge of plants, society, and culture.  Teachers can use the 
garden’s nature trails and resources as interactive classrooms to show their students 
science, culture, and life in a hands-on teaching environment (Carson, 1956, pg. 45).  
Botanical gardens create a ‘habitat’ where students can use their own senses to learn 
and experience nature in a way that can not be found in a textbook or within the walls 
of a classroom.  Ruth A. Wilson, an associate professor of Early Childhood Special 
Education at Bowling Green State University in Bowling Green, Ohio advocates that 
“young children learn through use of their senses and motoric manipulation, making 
them excellent candidates for nature education experiences” (Wilson, 1995, pg. 4).  
By being surrounded by nature, children are encouraged to use their tactile learning 
abilities, not only to explore the natural environment around them, but to discover, for 
themselves, certain necessary life skills (Wilson, 1995, pg. 4).  Wilson advocates that 
the focus of early childhood education should be on the development of the whole 
child (Wilson, 1995, pg. 5).  Her research emphasises that we cannot limit ourselves 
to the cognitive or scholastic areas when teaching young children.  She argues that in 
many aspects of life and science, it is more beneficial for them to engage in hands-on 
investigations of the scientific topics, trusting their own senses, rather than relying on 
descriptions provided by teachers or textbooks.  Botanical gardens provide an 
environment for nature education that allows students to move, sense, explore, discuss 
and creatively convey ideas in a way that classrooms cannot fulfil (Education, 2005, 
pg. 1). 
 
2.1.3 Examples of Educational Programs and Resource Materials 
 Most botanic gardens offer educational programs for the whole range of 
prospective visitors, from young children to senior citizens.  A botanic garden may 
also offer programs tailored to a specific subset of the public, such as programs that 
are designed especially for teachers and students.   
Three gardens that make extensive teacher resource materials available are the 
Missouri Botanical Garden, the New York Botanical Garden and the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Kew, in England.  These gardens were selected based on our research of 
botanic gardens worldwide, as well as botanic garden staff recommendations.  The 
websites of several botanical gardens were examined for an education department, 
educational programs available for the public, educational programs available for 
school groups, and resource material.  Of the botanic gardens that have been selected, 
each has its own education division, numerous educational programs that are offered 
to the public, and has resource material that is available online or by mail order.   
The botanic gardens described in this section have many educational programs 
with corresponding resource material.  Each garden has a slightly different approach 
to education; the difference in approach is noticeable in the programs that they offer 
as well as in the resource materials that they provide.  Examining the focus of the 
programs at each botanical garden will bring further insight to the areas of study that 
each garden finds important. Analysing the resource materials that each of them 
provides should give us an idea of what each garden has determined teachers want in 
their resource materials. 
This section is divided by each botanic garden that was selected.  The mission 
or goal, the educational programs, the teachers’ resource materials, and the approach 
to education for each botanic garden are detailed.  The educational standards that 
guide the development of the programs and teachers’ resource material each garden 
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offers and delivery methods of teachers’ resource material are also presented for each 
of the gardens. 
The Missouri Botanical Gardens 
The Missouri Botanical Gardens offers many educational programs to the 
public.  Their educational division has three main goals: to present its visitors with an 
educational opportunity, to enhance the scientific knowledge of the city of St. Louis, 
and to provide both children and adults with detailed information on the environment, 
ecology, and plant life of the area (Missouri Botanical Garden, 2000, pg. 2).  The 
Missouri Botanical Garden strives to reach these goals in many different ways.  Since 
the main goal is to educate and increase scientific knowledge of all ages, they offer 
many educational programs for different age groups.   
The programs offered cover a wide range of ages from programs geared for 
adults, families, and senior citizens to those specifically designed for students and 
teachers.  Some of the programs that are offered for senior citizens include the 
‘Herbal Series’.  This series of programs contains four sections; each section 
highlights the many uses of one particular herb, such as mint (Programs for Individual 
Seniors at the Garden, 2004, pg. 1).     
The Missouri Botanical Garden Educational Division has also created many 
programs that cater to school age children.  The ‘Wonderful World of Plants’ program 
is geared toward teaching preparatory level students the different parts of a plant and 
how they grow by using a puppet show.  This program also illustrates plant diversity 
by allowing children to choose and plant seeds themselves, creating an interest in the 
life cycle of plants (Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 3).  There are several 
programs for children of higher grade levels at the Missouri Botanical Garden.  
‘Lewis and Clark: Botanical Discoveries,’ is a program that combines historical and 
botanical facts.  This program includes a tour that focuses on the plant life Lewis and 
Clark found on their legendary expedition.  Students are also able to construct a 
herbarium sheet on one of the plant species featured in the tour to bring home 
(Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 3).   
Many programs have been designed specifically with teachers in mind.  A 
large portion of the programs for teachers complements the programs that are 
available for children.  One of the more encompassing programs for teachers is the 
‘Great Explorations in Math and Science’ program.  This program was developed at 
the University of California Berkeley, and it features activity-based units on math and 
science (Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 20-22).  Teachers can educate 
themselves and pass the knowledge on to their students in the classroom or students 
can participate at the gardens themselves. 
The Missouri Botanical Gardens also supports educational programs in other 
areas of study.  The EarthWays Centre is a division of the Missouri Botanical Garden.  
The name of the organisation was changed from the Gateway Centre for Resource 
Efficiency to the EarthWays Centre in the year 2005.  This subset of the Missouri 
Botanical Gardens has educational programs that are offered to the public.  The 
programs named ‘In The Air’ focus on air pollution; they cover topics such as the 
definition of air pollution, the main causes of air pollution, and ways to prevent air 
pollution.  The EarthWays Centre offers resource material to teachers on their website 
and does not charge for the service (In the Air, 2005, pg. 1).  
The Missouri Botanical Garden hosts programs that span across the fields of 
math and science.   They have many programs for students that coincide with the 
Great Explorations in Math and Science (GEMS) curriculum units.  These programs 
focus on learning subjects such as math and many branches of science using an 
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activity based teaching style.  The GEMS curriculum focuses on four branches of 
science: life science, earth science, physical science and forensic science (Missouri 
Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 27-28).  The programs that were not made to 
coincide with GEMS have a more general focus on plant life and understanding the 
mysteries of the natural world (Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 3-4).  The 
resource material that is available for purchase by teachers is intended to be used as a 
curriculum.  One of the kits provides lesson plans to help teachers use the excursion to 
the botanical garden to teach across many subjects such as art, social studies and 
math.  The other materials offered are tailored to specific topics such as ecology and 
the tropics (Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2004-2005, pg. 29). 
The programs and teacher resource materials at the Missouri Botanical 
Gardens also follow the National Science Education standards.  They also support the 
Missouri Show-Me Standards.  Both the programs and teacher resource material were 
designed to encourage critical thinking, creativity, cooperation, and problem solving 
(Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2000, pg.11).  The Missouri Show-Me Standards are a 
set of standards for both the performance and knowledge of children.  The standards 
act as a blueprint for the educators of Missouri to develop a challenging curriculum 
for their students.  The Show-Me Standards place a high value on the knowledge a 
child gains in school and the ability to apply the knowledge to situations in everyday 
life (The Show-Me Standards, 1996, pg. 1).   
The Missouri Botanical Gardens offers some of the teachers’ resource 
materials that they produce online.  The materials that are produced for the ‘In The 
Air’ programs that the Missouri Botanical Gardens are available online at no cost.  
However, the remainder of the teachers’ resource materials that are produced at the 
Missouri Botanical Gardens must be purchased and are listed in their program guide 
(A Garden of Opportunities, 2004-2005, pg. 26-27).   
The New York Botanical Garden 
Another botanic garden that hosts a variety of educational programs is the 
New York Botanical Garden.  The mission of the New York Botanical Gardens is “to 
be an advocate of the plant world” (Mission and History, 2005, pg.1).  The New York 
Botanical Garden is one of the premier gardens involved with education.  They have 
an extensive continuing education program, as well as a professional school of 
horticulture.  The continuing education department offers classes such as Horticultural 
Therapy, which involves the use of living plants and the growing environment in 
rehabilitation, and Commercial Horticulture (Continuing Education, 2005, pg. 1).    
Like the Missouri Botanical Gardens, the New York Botanical Gardens offers 
programs for teachers and students. In programs such as ‘Peppermint Paradise’ and 
‘Chocolate and Vanilla Adventures,’ young students learn the histories of these 
products and are encouraged to explore and find the plants that produce peppermint, 
chocolate, and vanilla (Everett Children's Adventure Garden, 2005, pg. 1).  There are 
also professional development programs offered at the New York Botanical Gardens.  
These programs are designed to make the garden a usable extension of the classroom 
and offer important scientific information, while encouraging the development of an 
inquiry-based learning environment for students.  The ‘Plants and People’ program 
discusses the use of plants in everyday items such as clothing, food, and medicine.  
The ‘Flowers, Fruits, and Seeds’ program provides insight into how plants reproduce 
by explaining the parts of the plant that are involved, how flowers aide in the 
pollination process, and how fruit is a part of seed dispersion (Programs for Teachers, 
2005, pg. 1).   
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The New York Botanical Garden takes a different approach with their 
programs and resource materials.  The programs that they offer are often tailored to 
more specific subject matters.  A program at the New York Botanical Garden may 
focus on the uses of a few types of plants or the interactions between plants and 
animals.  There are many programs that have a set of resource materials designed for 
both teachers and students (Programs for Teachers, 2005, pg. 1).  They also produced 
a teacher’s guide for their children’s garden.  The guide gives teachers basic 
information and facts about the activities involved in the excursion (Everett Children's 
Adventure Garden, 2005, pg. 2).   
The New York Botanical Gardens designs its programs to follow the New 
York State Learning Standards, the New York State Science Standards, and the 
National Science Education Standards (About the New York Botanical Garden, 2005, 
pg. 1).  The New York State Learning Standards are a set of standards that represent 
the centre of the knowledge, understanding, and application of the information 
presented at school (The New York State Learning Standards, 2005, pg. 1).  The New 
York State Science Standard is a part of the New York State Learning Standards.  The 
standard set for learning science is: “Students will understand and apply scientific 
concepts, principles, and theories pertaining to the physical setting and living 
environment and recognise the historical development of ideas in science.” 
(Mathematics, Science, and Technology, 2005, pg.1)  The National Science Education 
Standards have created specific guidelines for developing a science program. The 
structure of the program, the course of study, and the curriculum are three of the areas 
that are addressed in the program guidelines.  The guidelines also suggest the 
necessary conditions to create a program that provides the opportunity for all students 
to learn (Science Education Program Standards, 2005, pg. 1). 
The New York Botanical Garden’s teacher resource material is available for 
download online.  However, only the resource material for the Everett Children’s 
Gardens and the ‘Teacher’s Guide to the Everett’s Children Adventure Garden’ are 
available at no cost (Teacher Materials, 2005, pg. 1).   
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew  
The final botanic garden selected for its educational programs and materials if 
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.  The mission of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, 
in England, is “to enable better management of the Earth's environment by increasing 
knowledge and understanding of the plant and fungal kingdoms - the basis of life on 
Earth” (Our Aims and Activities, 2005, pg. 1).  They achieve this mission by 
informing the public about the inner workings of the garden. They also seek to 
provide education, information and advice to help build a global awareness of the 
study and conservation of plants (Our Aims and Activities, 2005, pg. 1).     
There are many educational programs at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.  
Kew Gardens has recently opened a new attraction for children called ‘Climbers and 
Creepers’, an interactive botanical play zone designed for ages three to nine.  
‘Climbers and Creepers’ allows children to physically explore the life of a plant; 
children are able to crawl through a berry bramble, climb into the belly of the 
carnivorous pitcher plant, and even learn about pollination (Climbers and Creepers, 
2005, pg. 1).  Kew Gardens also hosts a website that corresponds with the ‘Climbers 
and Creepers’ program.  The website features an interactive menu for both adults and 
children.  The site contains information about various species of plants as well as the 
interactions between plants and animals.  Both children and adults can also choose to 
read stories about the inhabitants of ‘Climbers and Creepers’ or to utilise the 
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colouring book pages that are provided (Welcome to Climbers and Creepers, 2005, 
pg. 1). 
There are other educational programs that are offered for children at Kew 
Gardens.  The ‘Wildlife Zone’ program encourages children to explore the gravel pit 
at the exhibit and identify as many plants and animals as they can.  The packet, 
available online, has many suggestions for activities to conduct with students before 
their excursion such as composing a song about a particular species of plant or animal 
or making models of plant structures (Kew Wildlife Zone: In Action, 2005, pg. 1).  
Kew Gardens focuses on interactive learning for all ages.  The new children’s 
garden gives children the chance to learn about nature by playing.  Children are able 
to crawl through the garden and pretend to be the bee that pollinates the flowers.  One 
of the primary resource materials that Kew Gardens provides to support the children’s 
garden is an interactive website.  One part of the site is designed for children while 
another in designed for adults.  The site for adults provides information on the 
gardens such as opening and closing times as well as admission fees.  It also gives the 
adults an idea of the experience their child will be encountering at the children’s 
garden.  The site designed for children is an interactive website, where a child can 
click and learn at their own pace (Welcome to Climbers and Creepers, 2005, pg. 1).  
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew provides information sheets free of charge 
that can be accessed online.  Kew Gardens provides one entire teachers’ kit on their 
website, but all other sets of teachers’ resource materials must be purchased 
(Resources, 2005, pg. 1).  The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew does not make the 
pedagogies or teaching standards that they may use to develop their educational 
programs available on their website.   
 
2.2. Education Services at the Royal Botanic Gardens  
 The Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne provides an interactive learning 
environment for the children of the surrounding communities.  Created in 1846, the 
garden is a worldwide tourist attraction, as well as an outdoor classroom for hands-on 
education programs about the use, appreciation, and conservation of the environment.  
The botanic gardens use their educational resources to reach out to the students of 
Victoria through the use of educational excursion programs.  These educational 
programs correspond with the Victorian School System and allow teachers to use the 
gardens as an excursion destination that can be applied to many subjects they are 
teaching in their classrooms. 
 
2.2.1. History of the Royal Botanic Gardens 
The Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne, as well as its sister site in 
Cranbourne, are administered by the Royal Botanic Gardens Board Victoria.  While 
Cranbourne is better known for its bushland and marshland appearance, people 
remember the Melbourne site for its horticultural radiance, as well as its landscape.  
The Royal Botanic Gardens is also highly renowned for its efforts to communicate the 
importance of conservation of the environment and biodiversity. 
Melbourne 
The Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne were established in 1846 off the 
southern bank of the Yarra River in Victoria by Lieutenant Governor Charles La 
Trobe.  Ferdinand von Mueller became the Gardens’ first director in 1857; von 
Mueller later became known as one of the most commended botanists in the 19th 
century.  The second director of the Gardens was William Guilfoyle, who began in 
1873.  It was Guilfoyle who initially designed the landscape for the Gardens.   
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Today, the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne has approximately 51,000 
individual plants from 12,000 different species cultivated over approximately 100 
acres of gardens.  The Royal Botanic Gardens, through the use of their vast 
collections, seek to provide an excellent habitat for scientific exploration and study of 
unfamiliar plants (Corporate Plan, 2002, pg. 2).  The Gardens are funded primarily 
from government sources and contributions from a variety of sponsors.   
The Royal Botanic Gardens’ Mission Statement is: “to advance knowledge, 
enjoyment and conservation of plants through excellence in biodiversity research and 
management, horticultural displays and educational programs” (About Us, 2005, pg. 
1).  The organisation goals and objectives, according to the Royal Botanic Gardens 
Act 1991, are: 
1. To conserve, protect and improve the botanic gardens and managed land and 
their collections of living plants. 
2. To conserve and enhance the State botanical collection and National 
Herbarium of Victoria. 
3. To provide for the use of the State botanical collection or plants or plant 
specimens at the botanic gardens or managed land for scientific or reference 
purposes, consistent with accepted international practice.  
4. To increase public knowledge and awareness of plants and plant communities.  
5. To provide for the use of the botanic gardens for education, public enjoyment 
and tourism. 
The Royal Botanic Garden’s mission, goals, and objectives, along with their vision 
“to be one of the world’s outstanding botanic gardens”, summarise their commitment 
to the Victorian people and other visitors (About Us, 2005, pg. 1).  
Cranbourne 
By 1970, the Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne did not have enough space 
for the planting of bush plants from Australia not already present at the site.  
Furthermore, the soil found in Melbourne was no longer an adequate growing 
material for these types of plants because of many years of soil enrichment.  
Consequently, the State of Victoria bought 174 hectares (about 500 acres) of bushland 
in southern Victoria.  The Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne was then established to 
contain natural Australian plants, including many species that are rare and 
endangered.   
Located approximately forty-five minutes southeast of Melbourne, 
Cranbourne opened to the public in 1989 with some of Australia’s most aboriginal 
flora and fauna, including the following five significant species: the Naked Sun 
Orchid, the Swamp Skink, the White-bellied Sea Eagle, the Australasia Bittern, and 
Lewin’s Rail.  There are five diverse sections of vegetation communalities: Wet 
Heathland, Tea-Tree Heathland, Swamp Paperbark Scrub, Sedge Swampland, and 
Grassy Woodland, as well as two areas of wetlands, one being the Northern Wetlands 
that is one of the few areas in the Gardens of Cranbourne that is a natural habitat.  
Over the past two decades, the area of the Gardens in Cranbourne grew to 363 
hectares (about 1000 acres) containing predominately native bushland and heathland, 
but also wetlands with over 140 species of plants that are presently endangered.   
Currently, there is a new project in effect to create “The Australian Garden” at 
Cranbourne.  This $26 million project will cover 26 hectares upon its completion.  
The first 11 hectares will be opening in late 2005 with approximately 100,000 
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individual plants from more than 1,000 species and 114 families.  This garden will be 
designed to contain the following aspects: a Sand Garden, a Rockpool Waterway, a 
Eucalypt Walk, five Exhibition Gardens, and an Escarpment Wall sculpture.  The 
purpose of the Australian Garden is to increase the amount of educational 
opportunities at the Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne.   
 
2.2.2. The Ian Potter Foundation Children’s Garden 
The Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne opened the Ian Potter Foundation 
Children’s Garden in October of 2004.  The Children’s Garden spans 5,000 square 
meters, approximately one and a quarter acres.  This $1.4 million project was 
designed to provide children with a tour through the seasons of Melbourne.  The Ian 
Potter Foundation, started by Sir Ian Potter in 1964, is the largest supporter of the 
Children’s Garden.  The foundation provided funding for about half of the cost of the 
Children’s Garden.  The Ian Potter Foundation is also one of Australia’s most 
generous humanitarian foundations in the areas of art, education, environment, health, 
medical research, scientific research, and social welfare (Background, 2005, pg. 3). 
The purpose for creating the Children’s Garden was to provide children of all 
ages with an interactive experience in the discovery of nature and the importance of 
plants (Major Projects, 2005, pg. 1).  Figure 1 shows the layout of the Ian Potter 
Foundation Children’s Garden and the names of the different areas available for 
exploration by children.  With human destruction of natural habitats, such as forests, 
there are fewer opportunities for children to explore outdoors.  The Children’s Garden 
hopes to provide children with the opportunity to develop lasting memories and 
knowledge about all types of nature, stressing the importance of conservation and the 
environment.  Programs are offered at the Children’s Garden on the following topics: 
biodiversity, conservation of the environment, and plant uses, care, and interactions.  
 
Figure 1:  Map of the Ian Potter Foundation Children's Garden at the Royal Botanic Gardens. 
 
 
 
http://www.rbg.vic.gov.au 
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2.2.3. Victorian School Curricula 
The Royal Botanic Gardens’ education programs are designed to parallel the 
information the children are learning in their classes.  The Victorian School System 
provides teachers of Victoria with specific curricula standards to follow.  These 
standards are set for all the different subject areas that the teachers will be teaching in 
their particular levels.  The preparatory year to year 10 programs at the Gardens are 
designed to correlate with the Curriculum and Standards Framework (CSF).  The 
secondary year programs are correlated with the Victorian Certificate of Education 
(VCE).  The Victorian Essential Learning Standards which will be detailed in this 
section will soon replace the current CSF school frameworks. 
Curriculum and Standards Framework (CSF, P-10): 
The most current version of the Curriculum and Standards Framework is 
called the CSF2; however, the framework will be referred to in this section as CSF.  
The CSF is a description of the eight areas of study that students should cover in 
particular intervals starting at the Preparatory (P) Year through Year 10: Art, English, 
Health and Physical Education, Languages other than English (LOTE), Mathematics, 
Science, Studies of Society and Environment (SOSE), and Technology (Curriculum 
and Standards Framework, 2005, pg. 1).  The science component is broken down into 
different branches: physical science, chemical science, and life science, including 
units on plant life (Curriculum and Standards Framework, 2005, pg. 1).  For a list of 
the science courses taught in each level, see Appendix A. 
There are six levels under CSF.  Level 1 covers the preparatory year, level 2 
covers years 1-2, level 3 covers 3-4, level 4 covers 5-6, level 5 covers 7-8, and level 6 
covers 9-10 (Curriculum and Standards Framework, 2005, pg. 1).  For each level the 
CSF has two major components: the curriculum focus statements and the standards 
for student achievement (Curriculum and Standards Framework, 2005, pg. 1).  The 
curriculum focus is an outline of the content to be taught in each level.  It also 
provides a framework for course material, but the planning of the course is left to the 
teacher’s interpretation.  CSF standards of achievement provide information for 
teachers and students that are intended to be easily understood.  The standard has two 
main elements: learning outcomes and indicators (Curriculum and Standards 
Framework, 2005, pg. 1).  The learning outcomes are described as the requirements 
that students should be able to perform as an outcome of learning at that particular 
CSF level.  The indicator is the assessment used by the teachers to evaluate whether 
the students have learned the material taught at that level.   
Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE, Secondary School): 
The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority (VCAA) has created 
classes in a wide range of topics for students to acquire more knowledge in those 
areas (Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority, 2005, pg. 1).  Biology is only 
one of the many options available at this level.  VCE Biology is divided into sections 
called Units 1-4; Unit 1 and 2 are taught during the second to last year of secondary 
school, year 11, and the 3rd and 4th Units are taught during the final year of secondary 
school.  For a list of the particular topics taught in each unit, see Appendix A. 
As with the CSF, the VCE also has an outline for the material to be taught in 
each unit, but allows the teachers to develop their own syllabus.  Through the use of 
technology in teaching as well as learning, students can develop an understanding and 
appreciation of biology in each unit studied.  The VCE also has two methods for 
assessing the students: School-assessed Coursework and School-assessed Tasks.  The 
coursework is assigned by the VCE to all schools using the VCE system in which all 
teachers must then administer those requirements.  These guidelines allow schools 
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throughout Victoria to be assessed under the same standards.  The tasks are 
administered by VCAA to VCE schools via assessment sheets. 
Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS): 
 Soon to replace the current CSF school frameworks are the Victorian Essential 
Learning Standards (VELS).  Currently in its validation stage, the VELS will be the 
standards the Victorian teachers will follow from years preparatory through ten.  The 
purpose of this new framework is to incorporate learning knowledge, skills, and 
behaviours and for students to apply learning to a social setting and the world.  The 
VELS principles are: learning for all, pursuit of excellence, engagement and effort, 
respect for evidence, and openness of the mind (Victorian Essential Learning 
Standards, 2005, pg. 2).  The original eight areas of study in the CSF have been 
broken into domains within the VELS three new interrelated strands: physical, 
personal, and social learning; discipline-based learning; and interdisciplinary learning 
(Victorian Essential Learning Standards, 2005, pg. 3).  While using this new 
framework, teachers are still encouraged to promote the students’ own thinking and 
problem solving as during the CSF. 
 The VELS separates the years and levels in the same way as the CSF.  The 
VELS also describes the general goals of the different years.  The goals of years P-4 
are to focus on developing fundamental knowledge, skills, and behaviours.  During 
years 5-8, students will expand upon the literacy and numeracy they learned between 
years P-4:  they will also begin to learn across the domains in the three strands.  
Finally, in years 9 and 10, the students are taught to make a connection between what 
they are learning in the classroom and the world and the ways in which to apply their 
knowledge (Victorian Essential Learning Standards, 2005, pg. 5). 
 
2.2.4. Royal Botanic Garden’s Education Programs 
Both of the Royal Botanic Gardens sister sites, in Melbourne and the other in 
Cranbourne, offer educational programs to the public.  The educational programs at 
the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne range in level from preparatory to tertiary 
school.  The programs offered at Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne help to provide 
students with a different learning experience than classroom can provide.  These 
programs correspond with the Curriculum and Standards Framework (CSF) for the 
levels of preparatory through ten and the Victorian Certificate for Education (VCE) 
for upper secondary levels.  All the programs at the Gardens are two hours long and 
allow the students to “move, sense, explore, discuss, and artistically relate to a 
stimulating environment” in this outdoor classroom (Education, 2005, pg. 1).  The 
staff teachers at the Gardens are taught to teach by interacting with children through 
activities and stories.  The educators find “this type of integrated approach to learning 
through using real environments, real life problem solving and developing life-long 
skills [which] is called ‘authentic pedagogy’” an effective way to teach (Education, 
2005, pg. 1).  The goals of the teaching staff at the Royal Botanic Gardens include: 
• Development and documentation of Student Programs 
• Development and publishing of Teachers’ Kits 
• Team project participation in the development of “living collections” 
• Publication of other resources for teachers and students 
The Education Service Division of the Royal Botanic Gardens currently staffs 
nineteen teachers to lead their student excursion programs.  Seventeen of these 
teachers are casual teachers, which means that they only work when there are 
programs that they are needed to teach.  Two of the teachers, Peter Kelly and 
Christine Joy, are full time teachers who are stationed at the Gardens and run 
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programs daily.  These teachers not only run programs, but they also have a 
significant amount of input as to how the programs are run.  The teachers at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens have had prior experience in the teaching field.  Most of these 
teachers were at one time classroom teachers in Victoria and have an idea of what the 
teachers who bring their classes here are looking for in an excursion.  This mixture of 
permanent and casual teachers allows the Gardens to offer a variety of different 
programs for different age levels, and still be able to make those programs successful.  
The training and experience that staff teachers have allows them to be very flexible in 
running the excursion programs at the Gardens.  When teachers visit the Gardens with 
their classes, they can ask the botanic gardens staff teacher to direct the program 
towards a certain topic that they are covering in the classroom, and the staff teacher is 
able to effectively do this.  The flexibility of the teaching staff at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens maximises how beneficial an excursion to the Gardens can be for young 
students of Victoria. These teachers, the management, and sometimes the casual 
teachers collaborate together to produce the teachers’ materials that get distributed for 
the programs.   
Below is a more detailed explanation of the student programs offered by the 
Royal Botanic Gardens and the teachers’ kits that are provided to visiting teachers. 
Student Programs: The student programs at the Royal Botanic Gardens are designed 
to support teachers in achieving the standards of the CSF, the VCE, and eventually the 
VELS, during session times from 10am-12pm and 12:30pm-2:30pm.  Currently over 
forty programs are available for young children, students in primary school, and 
students in secondary school.  For a list of the Early Childhood Programs, Primary 
Education Programs, and Secondary School Programs see Appendix B.  Although a 
majority of their programs have a plant theme, there are also programs available that 
include physical sciences and life sciences, such as the seasons, dinosaurs, and the 
water cycle.  Some programs that have been established the longest include language 
themes.  The Royal Botanic Gardens also provides programs that deal with 
Australia’s history, Aboriginal history, local tribe history, and land history. 
Teachers’ Kits: The Royal Botanic Gardens Education Services has created a few 
teacher resource materials for a small selection of the programs offered.  The most 
frequently used kits are the Early Childhood Kit, the Introduction to the Gardens Kit, 
the Aboriginal Trail Kit, and the Gondwana Greening Kit.  Both the Early Childhood 
Programs and Secondary School Programs only have a few excursion programs that 
have a teachers’ kit.  Although there are eighteen programs for Primary Education 
students, only two teachers’ kits exist.  These kits are designed for teachers to 
introduce their students to the program topic and teach them other important 
information prior to their excursion to the Gardens and to provide activities to reflect 
on the students’ experiences after their excursion.  One of the main purposes is for the 
students to learn concepts and terminology about the specific program they will be 
attending before their trip, so the children are not confused and can spend more time 
enjoying learning about the topic of their program.  Another important purpose of the 
kits is to provide the teachers with ideas on how to follow up their excursion with 
their students when back in the classroom.   
The Children’s Garden staff members have received a request for more 
teachers’ kits, and eventually the goal is for the Gardens to produce thematic teachers’ 
kits.  A thematic teachers’ kit would encompass a few different programs at the 
Gardens with a similar theme, since it is not feasible to create one kit for each 
program.  Also, the effectiveness of the kits is important to the education staff. They 
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want to fulfil their goal of providing teachers with enough information to help 
students gain an awareness of, and passion for, plant conservation and biodiversity. 
Below is a brief description of the four most popular kits currently distributed 
at the Royal Botanic Gardens.  These kits accompany the excursion programs most 
participated in by teachers.  These four kits were produced in very similar ways.  For 
the most part, these kits all follow the same general organisation and provide the 
teachers with the same type of material.  These kits can be found summarised in 
Appendix C.   
 The Early Childhood Kit is geared towards children in kindergarten.  This kit 
gives an overview of the programs the children will be attending at the Gardens.  It 
also gives descriptions of different plants from the garden that the students should 
learn about prior to their excursion (see Appendix C).  Descriptions of animals that 
might be seen in the Gardens are also provided.  The kit gives detailed tips on 
gardening activities for the students to do either at the Gardens, at school, or at their 
own homes. 
 The Introduction to the Gardens Kit is for students from preparatory to year 
six.  This kit describes the different types of trees and plants that will be seen by the 
students when they come to the Gardens (see Appendix C).  Also, a list and 
description of the animals they might encounter are provided.  Activities to do before 
and after the excursion are provided for the students to learn about the history of 
Melbourne, the area around the Royal Botanic Gardens, and the types of land, such as 
wetlands, found at the Gardens.  Other activities, including how to take a cutting of a 
plant, are given as examples of activities that may be done outside the Gardens’. 
 The Aboriginal Trail Kit is a kit for students in preparatory to year ten.  This 
resource includes information about aboriginal history and culture.  A background 
about the aboriginal people, the land, and plants before Europeans discovered 
Australia is presented with activities to further explore these topics.  Also, a list of 
aboriginal plants that will be seen on the trail is provided in this kit (see Appendix C).  
Finally, two life stories of Wamba Wamba Tribe people are included to convey a 
sense of aboriginal life. 
 The Gondwana Greening Kit is for secondary education students, specifically 
the students in the last two years of secondary school.  This kit describes the evolution 
of the Earth, and more specifically Australia, from nearly 450 million years ago to 
present time.  For each era, a map of the arrangement of land on Earth is given with a 
detailed description of the atmosphere, environment, water, and land during that time 
period (see Appendix C).  This kit also gives the definition of common words used in 
describing evolution, such as mutation, natural selection, adaptation, speciation, and 
competition. 
The Royal Botanic Gardens Education Services, prior to the development of 
the current kits, created resource materials for some programs no longer offered, and 
ones that are underutilised.  Their first kit was for the program ‘Plants on the Brink.’  
This program covered the rare and threatened plant species during that time and how 
to conserve plants and habitats to prevent threatened plants from becoming extinct 
(see Appendix C).  Due to lack of interest, this program no longer exists; however, 
there are still copies of the teacher’s resource materials.  These older kits were the 
precursors to the current kits the Gardens currently distribute and were referred to 
when designing the current kits.  The education staff used the older kits as a building 
block, retaining the aspects that seemed to work for them.  The staff reviewed what 
worked and what didn’t work with the older kits and used that as a basis for creating 
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the new kits for the new programs.  Most of the older kits stopped being used simply 
because the programs were terminated.   
One current program at the Royal Botanic Gardens with an older version of 
resource material is the ‘Into the Rainforest’ program.  This program and kit were 
created to inform students about the facts of the rainforest and how important it is to 
preserve the lands that still remain today (see Appendix C). 
The Royal Botanic Gardens Education Services also provides programs in 
languages other than English.  Materials have been created for both the German and 
French programs, which contain some aspects in English, with terms written in the 
other language.  However, the German kit is the only one that is currently available.  
The German Program and resource material were created because the first director of 
the Royal Botanic Gardens, von Mueller, was German.  The German program can be 
used by all the students from years 4-12.    
Like the Gardens in Melbourne, the Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne 
also has educational programs for students.  Currently, the Melbourne site has more 
developed educational programs than the Cranbourne site because the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, Melbourne was established first.  However, Cranbourne as recently begun to 
increase their educational programs and now offers a few excursion programs to 
students.  These programs are tailored to the types of plants and surrounds seen at the 
Gardens in Cranbourne.  For example, the Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne has 
programs such as ‘Bush Detectives’ for primary school children and ‘Wetland and 
Heathland Ecosystems’ for secondary school children.  Although some programs that 
the Melbourne gardens offers have been adopted by the Cranbourne gardens, a 
majority of the programs are unique to each site.  Like the Melbourne site, 
Cranbourne also offers programs to the public, along with school groups, for ages as 
young as kindergarten to adults.  See Appendix B for a complete list of the programs 
offered at the Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne.   
The Royal Botanic Gardens in Cranbourne is in the process of composing their 
first teachers’ kit on the theme of water quality as a resource material for the ‘Water 
Quality’ Program.  This kit contains practical information for the teacher, such as 
when and where to meet for the excursion, but it also includes worksheets to use 
during the program, activity ideas, and general background information and history 
about the Cranbourne site.  See Appendix C for more information about the Water 
Quality Kit.  The education staff members at the Gardens in Cranbourne have 
expressed a desire to reduce the material within the kit to make it effective for 
teachers.  However, the staff members are unsure about what is beneficial to keep in 
the kit, what materials may need to be removed, and in what ways they can enhance 
the kit.   
 Learning about plants through the use of botanical gardens is an important 
opportunity for student learning.  The Royal Botanic Gardens strives to be one of the 
leaders in excursion education for the schools of Victoria.  Over the years, they have 
had many different programs and teacher resources that have been effective in 
different ways.  In the 2003 school year, over 21,000 students attended programs at 
the Gardens (Annual Report, 2004, pg. 1).  These numbers demonstrate that there are 
many students that the Royal Botanic Gardens has had an opportunity to reach.  The 
education staff members want to reach these students in the best way possible.  The 
staff members of Education Services are constantly looking for ways to improve upon 
their programs to make them better, not just for teachers, but for students as well.   
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3. Methodology 
The goal of this project was to evaluate the current teacher resource materials 
at the Royal Botanic Gardens in order to produce recommendations on ways to 
enhance their effectiveness.  The programs that these resource materials are made to 
supplement and the methods used to distribute them were also evaluated.  We used 
feedback from a selection of teachers in Victoria who had visited the Gardens on 
excursions in the preceding three months, and from the Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff, 
to develop our recommendations.  We also researched materials from other 
organisations to provide examples of our recommendations.  This chapter outlines the 
methods we implemented in order to acquire the data necessary to complete this 
project.  Appendix D provides a flow chart depicting the methodology presented in 
this chapter.   
 
3.1. Teacher Assessment of Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education 
Materials and Programs 
 This section outlines the methods we used to investigate teachers’ preferences 
for effective resource materials, as well as their opinions on the educational programs 
the materials support and the methods used to distribute them.  We explain how we 
analysed these data we collected in order to help form recommendations for the 
Gardens.   
 
3.1.1. Gathering Teacher Feedback 
The Royal Botanic Gardens Education Services had previously administered a 
general survey that was given to visiting teachers after their excursion.  This survey 
contained questions mostly pertaining to the program that the school attended and the 
quality of the program teacher from the Gardens.  We focussed on the open-ended 
questions of the survey that pertained to the quality of the programs and suggestions 
for enhancement to gain information on the programs.  Only one question on this 
particular survey, about the writing quality, provided feedback about the teachers’ 
kits, which did not suffice for the quantity of information that we needed to obtain.  
Therefore, we developed our own methods in order to acquire the information we 
sought from teachers.   
The first step in our evaluation of the current teacher resource materials, or 
‘teachers’ kits,’ offered by the Royal Botanic Gardens was obtaining teacher feedback 
as to what the teachers thought would make effective resource materials.  There were 
a few main areas of information we aimed to receive from the teachers: 
1) The curriculum teachers are required to follow according to the frameworks in the 
level that they teach. 
2) The aspects of the teachers’ kits they found to be the most and least helpful. 
3) The aspects of the Royal Botanic Gardens’ excursion they found most appealing. 
4) Any recommendations they have for advancing the effectiveness of the kits.  
5) Ideas for what would help engage the students more during an excursion at the 
Royal Botanic Gardens. 
Teacher feedback was obtained through the use of mail surveys and personal 
interviews with teachers who had visited the Royal Botanic Gardens from January 
through March of 2005.  Approximately 75 different school groups throughout 
Victoria had visited the Gardens during this time.  We then called all the contact 
teachers and asked them if they would participate in our project; about 40 teachers 
agreed.  The phone call’s main purpose was to help increase the return rate of the mail 
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surveys.  Approximately 60 surveys were sent to 30 contact teachers; some were 
willing to distribute surveys to their colleagues who also attended the program.   
Sending mail surveys to teachers who brought their students to the Gardens on 
an excursion was chosen because the surveys could be sent to a large number of 
recipients teaching at different levels.  The surveys were intended to distinguish the 
strengths from the areas that could benefit from enhancement in the current teachers’ 
kits.  Opinions of the programs that the kits accompany and useful ways to distribute 
the kits were other points we hoped to gain from the survey.  For a complete list of the 
questions mailed to the teachers, see the mail survey in Appendix E.   
However, there was no way to gain a deep insight into the teachers’ 
perspectives by simply using surveys alone.  Due to these constraints, we did not 
solely rely on results from the surveys.  We combined the survey with personal 
interviews to get a more comprehensive perspective from teachers who had visited the 
Gardens.  Personal interviews gave us a greater understanding of what the benefits of 
the programs and kits are, and suggestions for what can be enhanced in the kits.   
By selecting a sampling of teachers to interview, we were able to elaborate on 
the broad categories that were presented in the survey to determine specific concerns 
and corresponding recommendations.  Four teachers were chosen from our master list 
based on convenience of the school’s location where each taught.  The four teachers 
that were chosen were all contacted and agreed to be interviewed at their school.  We 
also interviewed six teachers at the Royal Botanic Gardens directly after their visit.  
This group of teachers was chosen because they were readily available and agreed to 
be interviewed while the excursion was still fresh in their minds. 
The interviews were of a non-standardised interview style.  They were 
structured, but had enough flexibility to allow us to lead the interview in a particular 
direction to obtain the most relevant information (Berg, 2004, pg. 80).  We went to 
each interview with a prepared list of questions to ask the teachers, but the list 
changed depending on the teacher’s specific responses.  For a complete list of the 
questions asked during the interviews, see Appendix F. 
 
3.1.2. Analysing Teacher Feedback 
From our mail surveys and interviews, we created two databases to form a 
collection of the comments and suggestions from each teacher.  A survey database 
was created to compile the data from all the surveys together for each question 
individually.  After the interviews were recorded as written transcripts, an interview 
database was created to allow us to enter the different forms of feedback we received 
from the interviews and group similar teacher opinions together for easier analysis.  
We then analysed the results from each survey question individually to find 
where teachers agreed on certain issues.  The feedback we received from teachers 
through our interviews was reviewed by matching the feedback from teachers with 
corresponding survey data to find similarities in the feedback.  These two forms of 
feedback were compiled to create a list of teacher recommendations.  The feasibility 
of these teacher recommendations would be determined in our staff interviews. 
 
3.2. Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff Assessment of Education Programs 
and Teacher Recommendations 
 The next step in gathering feedback was to interview the Royal Botanic 
Gardens’ staff members regarding the programs that they teach and the teachers’ kits 
they produce.  These interviews also helped us determine if the teachers’ suggestions 
were feasible recommendations for the Gardens.  
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The first goal of interviewing the Gardens’ staff was to receive their input on a 
number of issues: 
1)  How effective they find the current teacher resource materials. 
2)  How prepared most students are when coming on an excursion to the Gardens. 
3)  How enthusiastic the children seem about the programs. 
4)  How involved they feel the teachers get with the students during the visit. 
5)  Any recommendations they can offer to enhance the programs and teachers’ kits. 
6)  Any recommendations they can offer as to what the students should know before 
coming to the Gardens. 
The second goal of interviewing the Gardens’ staff was to receive their input 
on the feasibility of the teacher suggestions we had gathered.  We collected their 
feedback on the teachers’ suggestions regarding the resource materials they will 
produce to supplement the programs. 
We interviewed two permanent Royal Botanic Gardens teachers, Peter Kelly 
and Christine Joy, and two casual teachers.  Peter Kelly teaches all the programs, but 
mainly focuses on programs for secondary students.  Christine Joy focuses on 
programs with the primary school students and she helped start the Children’s Garden 
at the Royal Botanic Gardens.  Peter and Christine are also involved in the training of 
the casual staff teachers. 
The interviews with staff members were based on a model proposed by social 
scientist Bruce Berg using a standardised set of questions to evaluate the varying 
forms of opinions among the staff (Berg, 2004, pg. 78).  We used a list of specific 
questions that we had generated, and we asked each person interviewed the same set 
of questions (Berg, 2004, pg. 79).  The complete list of interview questions used can 
be found in Appendix F.   
After the interviews were completed, the staff feedback was recorded in the 
form of written transcripts.  The staff feedback was analysed by comparing it to 
teacher feedback we received and locating areas where the staff and teachers 
converged or significantly diverged in their opinions of the same aspects.  If the staff 
members found a particular suggestion infeasible, then it was omitted as a 
recommended enhancement of the teachers’ kit.  The staff’s feedback on teacher 
recommendations was used to enhance the teacher suggestions and create 
recommendations that benefited both teachers and staff.  If both teachers and staff 
members’ recommended similar ideas to further enhance the kits, programs, or 
distribution, those ideas were incorporated into our recommendations. 
 
3.3. Analysing Educational Materials from Other Organisations 
Many educational excursion organisations offer programs to the public.  Some 
of these organisations produce teachers’ resource materials that correspond with the 
programs.  The websites of other educational excursion organisations were 
investigated to identify examples of educational resource materials.  By finding 
resource materials from other organisations we were able to locate examples of the 
recommendations we were making for the Education Services’ teachers’ kits.  
A web search for botanical gardens was conducted, and the websites of over 
40 botanical gardens were examined.  The sites were searched for evidence of an 
education department, educational programs, and teachers’ resource material.   
Three gardens were chosen to use as examples for teacher resource materials. 
These gardens came recommended from botanic garden resource websites and Royal 
Botanic Gardens staff members.  The botanical gardens chosen were the Missouri 
Botanical Gardens, and the New York Botanical Gardens, both in the United States, 
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and the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew in England.  Each garden has its own education 
division with educational programs, and teacher resource materials online or by mail 
order.   
After we analysed the educational resource materials from other botanical 
gardens, we began to analyse those from other educational excursion organisations in 
Australia.  The organisations chosen were recommended by Royal Botanic Gardens’ 
staff members as having examples of helpful teacher resource materials.  These other 
organisations were the Melbourne Immigration Museum, the Melbourne Aquarium, 
the Gould League, and the Melbourne Zoo.   
The recommendations from staff members and educational websites suggested 
that the chosen organisations distribute effective forms of educational resources to 
teachers.  Once we found an aspect of their kits that matched one of our 
recommendations from teachers and staff members, we marked it as an example.  We 
compiled examples from these organisations and analysed each to determine those 
that accurately represented our recommendations.  Elements of resource materials that 
illustrated our recommendations were chosen as examples to supplement our 
recommendations. 
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4. Findings 
In this chapter we present and analyse the data collected from Victorian 
teachers and Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff.  First, we describe feedback from teachers 
of Victoria regarding the Education Services at the Royal Botanic Gardens.  
Additional feedback from the Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff is used to determine the 
feasibility of teacher suggestions.  Finally, using our findings we present examples of 
materials from other educational excursion organisations that could serve as models 
for the Royal Botanic Gardens’ resource materials.  
 
4.1. Teachers’ Views on Educational Materials and Delivery 
This section contains the analysis of the data collected through teacher surveys 
and interviews.  We interviewed ten teachers: four at their own school, and six 
teachers directly after their excursions at the Gardens.  We received 25 of the 59 
surveys mailed to Victorian teachers who attended programs at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens from January to March of 2005.  This section is divided into three sections: 
feedback on teachers’ kits, feedback on delivery methods and use of the website, and 
feedback on the excursion programs.  From the ideas proposed by teachers, we 
identified opportunities to enhance the Royal Botanic Gardens’ educational materials 
and programs.  
 
4.1.1. Ideas for Royal Botanic Gardens’ Kits 
Through our surveys and interviews, we collected input from teachers 
regarding the effectiveness of current teachers’ kits and the usefulness of new or 
additional components.  Teachers ranked the current components according to their 
effectiveness, as well as how useful they felt other components would be.  See 
Appendix H for the survey results and Appendix I for the teacher interview 
transcripts.   
 Currently, some practical information is provided in the four available 
teachers’ kits.  This practical information includes details such as what food to bring, 
what clothes to wear, what to do with their rubbish, and a map of the Gardens.  Fifty 
percent of the teachers who responded to our survey rated the practical information in 
the current kits as very effective, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Teacher feedback on usefulness of current components in teachers’ kits.  These data 
refer to the number of teachers who ranked each aspect as not effective, somewhat effective, 
effective, very effective, or definitely effective. 
 
Almost 50 percent also agreed that in general, practical information would be 
very useful to receive before an excursion, as seen in Figure 3.  Not surprisingly, 
teachers felt that practical information would be less useful to receive after the 
excursion, as seen in Figure 4. 
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Figure 3: Teacher feedback on resource materials that would be useful to receive before an 
excursion.  These data refer to the number of teachers who ranked each aspect as not useful, 
somewhat useful, useful, very useful, or definitely useful. 
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Figure 4: Teacher feedback on resource materials that would be useful to receive after an 
excursion.  These data refer to the number of teachers who ranked each aspect as not useful, 
somewhat useful, useful, very useful, or definitely useful. 
 
During our interviews at schools and at the Gardens, several teachers also 
showed interest in receiving a more detailed map of the Gardens, including the areas 
where they should be dropped off and picked up.  Furthermore, over 50 percent of 
teachers who responded to our survey and about 40 percent of teachers interviewed 
felt that having a list of the items the students should bring on the excursion would be 
useful to include in the kit.  Teachers said that having this practical information before 
the excursion would allow them to better prepare the students.  
Currently, the teachers’ kits do not provide teachers with a history of the 
Royal Botanic Gardens.  Forty percent of the teachers we interviewed would like 
information such as the history of the Royal Botanic Gardens prior to their excursion.  
We also obtained teachers’ opinions on providing information in the kits about the 
types of plants growing at the Royal Botanic Gardens; approximately 50 percent of 
the teachers felt that the current information was very effective as shown in Figure 2.  
The current teachers’ kits contain some of the areas or plants that are commonly seen 
during that excursion.  Over seventy percent of the teachers surveyed thought that 
providing plant information would be very useful after their excursion.  These survey 
data from teachers can be seen in Figures 3 and 4.  In addition, three teachers who 
were interviewed also asked to be given information about the plants in the Gardens 
to aid with activities and lesson plans to reflect upon the excursion. 
One teaching method that every interviewed teacher said they used before and 
after an excursion was hands-on activities; they said it was one of the best ways to 
teach their students.  These teachers said they believe hands-on activities allow the 
students to get “in-tune” with the topics and learn through involvement with the 
activity.  The current teachers’ kits from the Royal Botanic Gardens already provide 
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some hands-on activities, and we asked the teachers we surveyed to rank their 
effectiveness.  Ninety-five percent of teachers who responded ranked this component 
as effective, very effective, or definitely effective, as seen in Figure 2.  One hundred 
percent of the teachers said that receiving ideas for hands-on activities that correspond 
with their program before their excursion would be useful, very useful, or definitely 
useful, and 65 percent wanted hands-on activities after their excursion.  These data 
can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.   
 Another aspect that teachers like about the excursions at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens is how the program can be incorporated into many areas of their curriculum.  
However, no ideas are provided in the teachers’ kits about how to integrate the 
programs into teachers’ school curriculum.  We asked teachers in our surveys how 
useful they felt this information would be to have in the teachers’ kits.  Over 40 
percent of the teachers who ranked this question said these suggestions would be very 
or definitely useful to them, as seen in Figures 3 and 4.  During our interviews, 
teachers mentioned how they are currently trying to integrate the Gardens’ program in 
various areas of their classroom curriculum.  We learned that teachers are using the 
excursions for areas such as literature, art, history, science, economics, and 
mathematics.  One teacher was using pictures she took during the excursion to teach 
students writing.  The students had to create a page with the picture, border, and story 
they wrote about the excursion.  Another primary school teacher was integrating her 
excursion into an art class by having students describe the process of how a seed 
grows, and draw pictures for each step.  From these interviews we discovered that one 
method to help integrate the program into different subject areas was through hands-
on activities related to these other areas. 
In our surveys, we asked teachers about how useful they would find ideas for 
using the excursion to support the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS).  
Forty-three percent ranked this aspect to be very or definitely useful to have before 
their excursion, as seen in Figure 3, and 60 percent believed it would be very or 
definitely useful to have these ideas after the excursion, as seen in Figure 4.  Through 
our interviews, we found that teachers would like to see a listing of how the different 
information and actives presented in the kit support the three interrelated strands: 
physical, personal, and social learning, discipline-based learning, and interdisciplinary 
learning of the Victorian Essential Learning Standards.  
One component that about 75 percent of teachers who answered the question 
identified as effective in the current teachers’ kits, as seen in Figure 2, was the 
pedagogies that the education staff created to show teachers the Gardens’ educational 
philosophy.  The materials on pedagogies also discuss the reasons and ways in which 
teachers can teach their students using different methods, such as hands-on activities.  
Over 40 percent of teachers surveyed agreed that the pedagogies would be very useful 
to have before an excursion, as seen in Figure 3, but only about twenty-five percent 
believe they would be very useful after an excursion, as seen in Figure 4.  The 
teachers and staff members we interviewed both believe the pedagogies are useful and 
informative for teachers, but many teachers we interviewed admitted that they simply 
did not have enough time to read them when planning a class excursion and preparing 
the students.  Also, while 75 percent of the teachers who answered the particular 
survey question said the pedagogies were effective, 60 percent of teachers surveyed 
did not respond to the question.  Due to the fact that it cannot be determined whether 
the teachers surveyed actually read the pedagogies, we cannot state whether the data 
received accurately portrays if the pedagogies are effective or useful. 
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The teachers we interviewed with young students, such as those in 
kindergarten, felt that some of the material in the kits was too advanced for their 
students.  When the information in the kits provided by the Gardens is not appropriate 
for the students’ level, then the teacher might not use the kit, which may lead to the 
students not being fully prepared for their excursion.  One teacher who teaches three 
and four year olds mentioned that the only part of the kit she used was the songs, 
because the other information was too advanced for the three year old children. 
 There are two types of additional materials that teachers asked for during 
interviews; although they all used different terms, we will refer to these materials as 
“class project instructions” and “topic sheets.”  Class project instructions, the teachers 
described, are procedural sheets that provide the teacher with step-by-step instructions 
on how to conduct a certain experiment or activity with their class.  For example, one 
set of instructions describe how to make a terrarium.  Topic sheets were described by 
teachers as pages that explain all aspects of a certain topic or tell a story about it.  For 
example, a topic sheet could explain what compost is and why it is useful, or the story 
of the Lightning Tree at the Gardens.   
There are also two types of sheets that teachers found useful to receive: 
worksheets and vocabulary sheets.  Over half the teachers surveyed felt that student 
worksheets were components that would be useful to receive.  Teachers we 
interviewed suggested to us that since teachers are so accustomed to teaching through 
the use of text books and worksheets, they sometimes feel more comfortable with 
using worksheets to educate the students.  Teachers we interviewed also felt that their 
students would benefit from having vocabulary sheets with common terms that will be 
used during the excursion.  By knowing some terminology before coming to their 
excursion, the students can focus on the activities of the excursion rather than trying 
to comprehend unfamiliar language used by the instructor. 
 
4.1.2. Opinions on Delivery Methods and the Website 
Currently the Royal Botanic Gardens informs teachers of the Gardens’ 
website, which contains four downloadable teachers’ kits, on the confirmation letter 
that is sent to the teachers after booking an excursion.  Each confirmation letter gives 
the hyperlink to the education portion of the Royal Botanic Gardens website where 
the kits can be found.  Upon the teacher’s request, a hard copy of the kit pertaining to 
their program can be sent to them.  Figure 5 shows that approximately 32 percent 
ranked the website more useful than receiving a paper copy, 20 percent ranked the 
hard-copy higher, and 44 percent ranked both as equally useful.  However, it should 
be noted that currently if teachers come on an excursion and have not obtained a 
teachers’ kit previously, then staff members provide them with one.  From our 
personal interviews, we concluded that younger teachers were more likely to use the 
Gardens’ website to find the kits, while others preferred to receive a hardcopy of the 
kits.  However, when we asked teachers in the survey of the method they used to 
obtain the teachers’ kit, only one teacher had accessed it through the website.  Twelve 
other teachers requested a hardcopy, and the remaining 12 teachers did not answer the 
question.  Although teachers may believe the website to be a useful resource, we 
found that the website is still being under utilized by the teachers. 
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Figure 5: Teacher feedback on usefulness of the current distribution methods for the teachers’ 
kits.  These data refer to what percentage of teachers preferred one method over the other, or if 
the teacher rated the methods equally. 
 
We also asked teachers to rank how useful they thought being given a CD-
ROM of the teachers’ kit would be.  From our survey data, teachers who gave CD-
ROMs a very or definitely useful rating also rated the website very or definitely useful 
as a delivery method.  Therefore, we conclude that it would be easier for the Royal 
Botanic Gardens to continue to use their website to distribute teachers’ kits, without 
having to create CD-ROMs, since teachers who found CD-ROMs to be useful also 
ranked the website useful. 
We received some comments regarding the effectiveness of the Royal Botanic 
Gardens’ education website from the survey.  Thirty-five percent of the teachers 
surveyed found the website’s ease of navigation effective, and 25 percent found the 
website only somewhat effective to navigate around.  Forty percent of the teachers 
have not used the website at all.  In addition, while 45 percent rated the effectiveness 
of education pages as definitely effective, the remaining 55 percent of the teachers 
rated them as somewhat or not effective.  For example, the website currently only lists 
the programs the Gardens offers, some with a short description, and includes the four 
kits.  
 When asked if a web page with information and resource links for the teachers 
would be useful, 95 percent teachers surveyed believed it would be useful or very 
useful.  We also asked teachers how useful a student web page would be, but teachers 
varied in their opinions on a student website.  Just over half the teachers surveyed felt 
a website for students would be definitely useful.  Since many teachers we 
interviewed said they have few or no computers in their classrooms, we concluded 
that a student website is not an effective idea at this time. 
 
4.1.3. Feedback on Royal Botanic Gardens’ Programs 
We found from our interviews that the Royal Botanic Gardens’ programs are 
used by teachers in three distinct ways.  Teachers can use an excursion as an 
introduction to a unit that the students will be learning in school, integrated into the 
middle of a unit, or to complete a unit of learning.  During our interviews with the 
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teachers who have been to the Gardens, nearly all gave positive responses about the 
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program they attended.  Most teachers said that the program was very engaging and 
educational for the students.  They also felt that the Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff 
members were well prepared for the programs and were willing to tailor that schoo
excursion to what the students were learning in the classroom.   
One resource four of the ten teachers we interviewed wan
l’s 
ted was pictures of 
the Gar
ot 
of 
based 
 
grams, they did have some 
constru
he 
o 
imary 
dren, 
 to 
ed 
ach 
rams 
 
d 
 of 
 comment from some teachers who brought their students to the early 
rt 
  
dens they might see during their excursion.  The teachers suggested that the 
pictures be made available on the Royal Botanic Gardens’ website so teachers can n
only use them after the excursion for activities, but also to use them before to give the 
students an idea of what to expect on the excursion.  Fifty percent of the teachers 
interviewed enjoyed taking pictures of their students participating in the activities 
the excursion.  Teachers also planned to incorporate the pictures they took into 
different aspects of the curriculum, such as writing stories or poems about the 
pictures.  For example, some teachers have the students write poems or stories 
on the pictures from their excursion.  One idea from the teachers we interviewed was 
to have a digital camera available at the Royal Botanic Gardens for the teacher to use 
during their excursion.  Then, the pictures could be burned to a CD-ROM, or e-mailed
for the teacher to view and use back in their classroom. 
Although the teachers were satisfied with the pro
ctive ideas on how to make the excursion better for the students.  Group size 
was an issue raised by about half of the teachers we interviewed and 25 percent of 
teachers who filled out the open-ended question survey administered by the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.  Some teachers felt that groups of students were too large during t
excursion, and that if the groups could be kept to 15 children, the students would have 
a better opportunity to participate.  Teachers also wrote in the open-ended questions 
on the Royal Botanic Gardens’ program survey that some students found it difficult t
hear the instructor of the program, which they claim may have been due to the large 
groups.  The instructor of the program needs to be aware of their voice projection 
when groups are larger.  Smaller groups would tend to reduce this difficulty. 
 Another suggestion from teachers we interviewed who teach young pr
students is that the students be allowed to play between the structured program 
activities.  These teachers find that their students, especially young primary chil
become distracted or unfocused during long activities.  To help these younger 
students focus during the programs, teachers suggested that the students be able
have recreation time between the activities over the two hour excursion.  They tend
to believe that this may help the students focus better during the activities. 
 An additional concern for 40 percent of teachers interviewed who te
younger students, such as kindergarten and preparatory years, were that the prog
may be too advanced for the students.  One teacher we interviewed from Powlett 
Reserve Children School brought her students who were between the ages of three
and four to the Early Childhood Program at the Gardens.  She specifically mentione
that the older children benefited from the program, but it was too advanced for the 
three year olds.  This teacher felt that the younger students would sometimes be 
confused when placed in a group with the older students and not get as much out
the program.   
 Another
childhood programs was that they only saw the Children’s Garden.  Some teachers 
would like to see these programs expanded so the children are able to walk through 
other parts of the Royal Botanic Gardens.  The Children’s Gardens is only a small pa
of what the Royal Botanic Gardens can offer and teachers felt that if their students 
were of an appropriate age, the students should get to see the bigger picture as well.
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The older the students are in the Children’s Garden program, the more interested they
may be in seeing at least part of the regular Gardens.   
 Lastly, teachers also mentioned to us during int
 
erviews that they would like to 
eceive
 list 
 their 
.2. Staff Views on Educational Materials 
ved from the Royal Botanic 
ms 
 
 
.2.1. Royal Botanic Gardens’ Programs
r  specific information regarding a particular program.  This can allow the 
teacher to select a program from the description provided, which would include a
of possible activities the students might do during the excursion and the areas of the 
Gardens the students might see.  Also, from being provided with this specific 
information, teachers can more easily integrate the program at the Gardens into
own curriculum in the classroom. 
 
4
 This section focuses on the feedback we recei
Gardens’ staff.  It illustrates what the staff members who run the excursion progra
want the students to know before an excursion, as well as what they feel the students 
should get out of the program.  During our interviews with the staff members, we also
asked them about the feasibility of some of the teachers’ suggestions.  Based on staff 
opinions, we were able to adapt our recommendations accordingly.  See Appendix J 
for transcripts of the interviews with staff members.  Staff and teacher feedback were
added to a matrix in order to determine if they corresponded to each other.  Appendix 
G shows this matrix we created in order to analyse our findings.   
 
4  
student
 
flect 
chers use these excursions at different points in their 
curricu bers are 
sion.  
e 
embers have also noticed the participation of 
the teac
, and 
Teachers of young students, such as preparatory levels, found that their 
student n to 
ked 
The excursion programs at the Royal Botanic Gardens are designed to get the 
s engaged with the world around them.  The staff members want the students 
they lead to use all of their senses during the excursion to fully grasp the environment
and become involved in a discussion about nature.  To do this, the staff members try 
to provide the students with freedom.  All the excursions involve hands-on activities 
that are relevant to the programs’ topic.  Outside the program, the staff members 
encourage the teachers to use additional hands-on activities in the classroom to re
upon their excursion. 
Because the tea
lum, the staff cannot predict what students may know.  The staff mem
comfortable with the children having little prior knowledge and they adjust their 
language and approach to the excursion appropriately.  The staff members have 
observed that the students are always surprised and enthusiastic before the excur
As a result, the staff members find it relatively easy to teach the children.  The staff 
we interviewed said they can use the children’s imaginations to their advantage whil
helping the children learn about nature. 
During the excursions, the staff m
hers who brought the students.  They find that approximately half of the 
teachers make a great effort to be involved in the activities the students are doing
help the students who may not understand or are behind.  The staff said that when the 
teachers become more involved, the students learn from example and participate 
more. 
s might be too rambunctious during the excursion and not paying attentio
the staff member.  The teachers felt that if recreation time was integrated into the 
excursion, the student might pay more attention during the activities.  When we as
the staff members about these aspects, they said that some time for the students to run 
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around is integrated into the program, but they do not want to include too much more 
and detract from the excursion itself.   
Just as the teachers find hands-on activities one of the best ways to teach their 
students, the staff members also like using hands-on activities during the excursions.  
One way the staff gets the students involved is to give them a task to perform during 
the program, for example, making a potted plant.  Another interesting approach by the 
staff is to focus on having the children use their senses to develop a relationship with 
nature.  Then, the staff members convey the facts and knowledge about what the 
students are doing or looking at.  The staff members want the students to discover the 
environment in their own personal way before the students develop an opinion based 
on the information being told to them. 
After the excursion, the staff would like to see teachers using the program 
across the curriculum.  They want teachers to be interactive with their students 
through activities and move away from just using textbooks.  The staff would like the 
teachers to incorporate the program into the other special areas covered in school such 
as music, mathematics, economics, and art.  The staff members want to encourage the 
teachers to use the website and teachers’ kits, which also has useful hands-on ideas 
for before and after the excursion. 
 During our interviews we asked the staff members about some aspects 
teachers suggested to help enhance the programs.  We asked the staff if it would be 
feasible to provide pictures of plants on their website that may be seen during an 
excursion.  The full-time staff teachers believe this to be feasible.  However, they also 
stressed that the teachers should only view the pictures with the students after the 
excursion.  If the children see specific aspects of the Gardens before their excursion, 
they could develop expectations.  If those expectations are not met, then the students 
may be disappointed.  The staff specifically said they want the students to have no 
expectations when the students arrive.  We also asked if it might be possible to 
provide teachers with a digital camera to use during the excursion.  The Royal 
Botanic Gardens has purchased a digital camera, but has not begun to promote it to 
the teachers.  The camera owned by the Gardens does not hold many pictures and 
staff members have not promoted it because they feel it would not be worth using for 
only a few pictures.   
 Teachers who brought students of multiple school years found that their 
younger students sometimes had a difficult time comprehending the information 
during the excursion.  We asked staff members how feasible it would be to reduce the 
group sizes during an excursion; teachers said that groups of 25-30 preparatory 
students, for example, was far too large.  The staff explained that it would not be 
economically feasible to provide more than one staff teacher per class on an 
excursion, even if the group is about 30 students.  Staff members said that it would be 
feasible to let teachers know that the size of the group that the teacher books will be 
the size of the excursion group.  The class also cannot be split if there is only one 
school teacher for the entire group.  Therefore, little might be able to be done about 
this problem. 
 
4.2.2. Royal Botanic Gardens’ Kits 
Next we discussed with the staff the feasibility of the suggestions from 
teachers regarding the teachers’ kits.  Since the staff members will be creating new 
kits and enhancing the older ones, their opinions about the teacher feedback are 
important.  First we asked them about additional practical information, which includes 
a list of the excursion’s activities and a more informative map.  The current teachers’ 
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kits do provide practical information, and this new information the teachers requested 
would have to be created by the staff members; the staff members thought that this 
would be feasible. 
Although some teachers we interviewed did not read the pedagogies, the staff 
members feel that these theories are still important to incorporate with the kits.  The 
pedagogies discuss the theory behind the methods the staff members use to teach the 
students.  The goal for including the pedagogies is to inform the teachers of these 
methods in hopes that they will adopt them. 
Many teachers were interested in having worksheets to use with their students.  
However, the staff members do not feel these are appropriate materials because the 
worksheets do not encourage the active learning experience that the staff members are 
trying to promote.  They are concerned that the worksheets will be used as ‘busy 
work’ for the students.  However, the staff members do understand that teachers want 
these sheets and are willing to provide links on the website to worksheets that relate to 
the program topics of the Gardens.  Staff members feel that they could provide links 
on the website to worksheets and organisations that produce worksheets so teachers 
can choose which sheets to use and even adapt their own sheets from those provided.  
Along with student worksheets, teachers were interested in class project instructions 
and topic sheets to use after their excursion.  Again, while the staff members feel 
these sheets are good ideas, they do not seem willing to produce these materials.  
However, the staff members are willing to provide teachers with links on the 
Education Services website to organisations that provide these materials.  The staff 
members feel that since so many of these materials are already available online, that 
recreating some of these materials is not necessary, and simply linking them through 
the website would be just as effective. 
Other aspects that the staff agreed would be useful for the teachers included: 
history of the Gardens, names of plants, vocabulary, and additional hands-on 
activities.  However, the staff also mentioned that every suggestion might not be 
feasible to do.  They want to encourage the teachers to do research via books and the 
Internet to find additional information and materials they want, such as what plants to 
grow in a garden.  It may also be feasible for the staff to provide links on the 
Education Services’ website to other organisations that have useful information and 
materials. 
After receiving feedback from teachers and staff, we created matrices to show 
the opinions from both sides.  See Appendix H for the survey results and Appendix I 
for the teacher and staff interview transcripts used to formulate these matrices.  
Appendix G shows the matrices we formulated from the teacher and staff feedback.  
From these matrices, we were able to analyse our findings.   
 
4.3. Examples of Components for Educational Materials  
 This section discusses the materials we collected from other educational 
excursion organisations and our analysis of those materials as they relate to making 
recommendations to the Royal Botanic Gardens.  Other botanic gardens and 
organisations chosen were selected based on recommendations and research we 
conducted.  The educational materials from these organisations were searched for 
examples of kit components that received positive responses from teachers.  The 
materials that represent our findings are presented in this section to support our 
explanation of what teachers and staff want to see in teachers’ kits.  In this section, 
each of the examples of teacher resource materials that support our recommendations 
is discussed and images of the primary examples are shown. 
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• Labelled Garden Map and Practical Excursion Information 
One of the components suggested during teacher interviews was a map of the Gardens 
labelled with information such as the areas where a bus would be allowed to drop 
students off or pick them up.  Teachers also said that they look for logistical 
information such as where the bus is allowed to park, which entrance the students 
should enter the Gardens through, and locations of the toilets.  The New York 
Botanical Gardens includes an informational sheet as part of its teacher resource 
information.  Figure 6 is an image of the page 
from the New York Botanical Gardens’ teacher 
resource materials that provides the teacher with a 
garden map and practical information about the 
excursion.  A full scale image is shown in 
Appendix L.  The map of the garden includes 
clearly marked locations of the area where the 
excursion begins, the locations of restrooms, the 
names of different areas of the garden, and areas 
that groups can picnic in.  The written information 
on the sheet gives details about the gardens 
admission policies, the hours that the garden is 
open, the parking areas, important information in 
case of an emergency, and general garden 
behaviour rules.   
 
 
Figure 6: Useful excursion information  
and garden map from the ‘Color Me  
Autumn’ program teacher resource  
material (The New York Botanical  
Gardens. Color, 2005, pg. 2). 
 
• Class Project Instructions 
Class project instructions provide teachers with a detailed explanation of the 
procedure on how to complete a project.  For example, one teacher requested class 
project instructions on how to build and maintain a terrarium.  These instructions may 
allow the teacher to continue using the knowledge that was gained during an 
excursion in the classroom long after the excursion.  An appropriate example of class 
project instructions could not be isolated from the resource materials obtained from 
the other botanic gardens.  The Melbourne Zoo provides many class project 
instructions for teachers to use; the example that was found from the Melbourne Zoo 
is related to the construction of a habitat for a specific species of frog.  The interaction 
of plants and animals is a topic that is addressed in some programs offered by the 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education Services Department.  The example of this class 
project instruction cannot be found in Appendix M due to copy right laws, but the 
information to access these instructions can be found in Appendix M. 
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• Topic Sheets 
From the teacher interviews that were conducted, topic sheets for students 
emerged as a highly requested kit component.  The information delivered in topic 
sheets can be very diverse.  The topic sheets may 
give general information about a single topic, or 
give more detailed information on one particular 
concept. The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
provides many examples of topic sheets (referred 
to as an information sheet) on their website.  
Figure 7 is an image of an information sheet 
created by the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.  
This sheet is an example of how topic sheets can 
be used to give additional information about a 
concept or subject.  The Immigration Museum of 
Melbourne also produces information sheets that 
were indicated as good examples by a member of 
the Royal Botanic Gardens’ staff.  Full size 
examples of topic sheets can be found in 
Appendix M. 
 
 
Figure 7: Plant classification topic sheet  
(Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education, 2005, pg. 1). 
 
• Vocabulary Sheets 
Vocabulary sheets provide the teacher with a list of common terminology that 
will be used during the excursion as well as other important terms that may be new to 
the students.  It is important that the teacher be aware of the important terms that will 
be used during the excursion because teachers may often be called upon to explain 
any terms that confuse their students.  
The New York Botanical Gardens 
includes vocabulary lists as part of 
the background information that it 
provides in its guide to the children’s 
garden.  This list goes beyond giving 
the basic definition of each term, by 
giving explanations and examples of 
the term’s function.  Figure 8 is a 
sample of the vocabulary provided 
for the section of the guide that 
focuses on the parts of a plant.  Other 
examples of vocabulary sheets can 
be found in Appendix N. 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Sample of vocabulary list from The New 
York Botanical Gardens guide to their children's  
garden (The New York Botanical Gardens,  
A Teacher’s, 2005, pg. 2). 
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• Hands-On Activities for Before and After an Excursion 
Many teachers requested additional ideas for hands-on activities to conduct 
with their classes outside of the excursion.  The current kits from the Royal Botanic 
Gardens do contain hands-on activities for teachers.  The activities are not separated 
from the other materials in the kits, instead each activity is described in the section of 
the kit that the activity is designed to complement.  For the thematic kits, the hands-on 
activities will be presented in their own section.   
In the case that the activity would be used before a class went on excursion, 
the activity would be used to ‘tune’ children into the excursion.  The activity could 
serve as an aid in preparing the children for the information that they would encounter 
while on the excursion.  Activities designed for use after an excursion serve as a 
reflection or stepping stone for further learning.  Figure 9 shows the pre-visit and 
post-visit activities included in the teachers’ guide for the New York Botanical 
Gardens’ Everett Children’s Adventure Garden.  The Melbourne Aquarium has 
resource materials available online that contain both activities that help students tune-
in to the excursion and activities that reinforce the information that was discovered on 
the excursion.  The 
examples shown in 
Figure 9 and other 
examples of hands-on 
activities for both 
before and after an 
excursion can be found 
in Appendix O. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Example of Pre-Visit and Post-Visit Activities (The New  
York Botanical Gardens. A Teacher’s, 2005, pg. 2). 
 
• Worksheets for Before and After and Excursion 
As described in the previous section, the inclusion of worksheets in the kits 
received conflicting responses from the teachers we contacted and the education staff 
at the Royal Botanic Gardens.  Teachers requested worksheets as part of the resource 
materials provided to them by the Royal Botanic Gardens.  However, the staff 
indicated the style of learning that worksheets promote does not correlate with the 
learning philosophy that the Royal Botanic Gardens follows, but it would be 
beneficial to include a section of links to resources that contained worksheets for 
teachers to use with their students.   
The Everett Children’s Adventure Garden teachers’ guide contains a ‘KWL’ 
worksheet.  The worksheet is composed of three columns: the first column is labelled 
‘What We Know,’ the second column is labelled ‘What We Want to Learn,’ and the 
third is labelled ‘What We Learned.’  This worksheet is meant to be used before and 
after an excursion.  Before the excursion, children complete the first two columns, and 
the third is completed after the excursion.  
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• Additional Subjects Integrated Into the Excursions 
Many of the excursions offered at the Royal Botanic Gardens are based in 
plant science or nature education; however, each excursion can be applied to many 
other areas of study.  Teachers have requested that along with a general description of 
the program they will be attending, they would like to see a list of additional subject 
areas to which the excursion can be applied.  For example, the ‘Plant Magic’ program 
that is conducted at the Children’s Garden focuses on the vitality and versatility of 
plants as well as the use of natural material.  The program integrates art into the 
excursion when the children make crowns out of leaves and create a leaf rubbing.  In 
addition, the program could be integrated into literacy study since many stories are 
told during the program.  Students attending this program could write their own 
stories about their experiences while on the excursion.   
The Missouri Botanical Gardens developed learning units on air pollution and 
created a matrix that displays all of the activities contained within the program and the 
subjects that each activity can be applied to.  Figure 10 shows a table constructed by 
the Missouri Botanical Gardens for the ‘In The Air’ program.  This table provides an 
example of how the different subjects that can be integrated into an excursion can be 
displayed to teachers.  The table lists all of the activities included in the program, the 
subject areas each activity encompasses, and a brief description of the activity.  A full 
size version of this table and other examples that display how different subjects are 
integrated into an excursion can be found in Appendix Q. 
 
Figure 10: A table displaying the activities of the ‘In The Air’ program and the areas of study 
associated with each activity (The Missouri Botanical Gardens, 2005, pg. 1). 
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 
 This chapter presents our recommendations to the Royal Botanic Gardens 
education staff regarding their education materials, delivery methods, and excursion 
programs.  For each of these three aspects, we addressed areas for enhancement raised 
by teachers in our survey results and interviews and staff feedback about the 
feasibility of the teachers’ ideas.  We then formulated recommendations for the 
educational staff at the Gardens.  Resources from other educational excursion 
organisations are used as examples to supplement our recommendations.  
 
5.1.  Recommendations for Enhancement of Royal Botanic 
Gardens’ Teachers’ Kits 
Through the use of our mail surveys and interviews with teachers, we received 
many different ideas regarding the current teachers’ kits provided by the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.  These ideas contain both examples of how the kits can be made 
more effective and how new components would enhance the kits.  By integrating 
feedback from Victorian teachers and Royal Botanic Gardens staff, we were able to 
identify components and features both groups believed an effective resource kit 
should contain.  In the following subsections we specifically discuss the practical 
information the kits should contain, the hands-on activities that should be provided, 
and elements that we recommend be added. 
 
5.1.1. Inclusion of General Information 
 We recommend to the education staff that all kits they produce contain a 
brief history of the Royal Botanic Gardens.  Through our interviews, we found that 
the teachers who bring older primary school students to the Gardens would like to see 
a brief history explaining why the Gardens are important to society.  This history is 
meant to provide the teacher with enough background to answer questions from the 
students on simple topics such as how old the Garden is. 
 We make the recommendation that the teachers’ kits include a 
description of the plants the students will most likely see during their excursion.  
Many teachers proposed the idea of including the names of plants in the teachers’ kit.  
These teachers asked if it was feasible to be provided with such information so they 
could not only prepare the students for the excursion, but also reflect upon what the 
students may have learned after the excursion.  Through our research we found that 
the staff members feel this would be feasible, and therefore we have included it as a 
recommendation for enhancing the teachers’ kits. 
 
5.1.2. Incorporation of Hands-On Activities 
There was a consensus among teachers we surveyed agreeing that more hands-
on activity ideas would be a valuable addition to the kits.  The current kits provided 
by the Gardens already contain some hands-on activity ideas, and these 
recommendations build upon those ideas to help enhance the teachers’ kits. 
We recommend that the Royal Botanic Gardens staff include additional 
hands-on activities in their kits that are organised into one area of the kit.  Many 
teachers we interviewed thought that the kits would benefit from including more ideas 
for activities to do in the classroom, as well as instructions on how to perform them.  
For example, those teachers interviewed expressed interest in knowing specifically 
what types of plants they can grow with their class.  They want to know what types of 
plants grow faster and what types of plants can grow in different conditions, to get the 
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students thinking about the different growing situations.  Appendix O provides 
examples from other educational excursion organisations of hands-on activities to use 
before or after the excursion.   
We recommend that the listing of hands-on activities incorporate a 
variety of curriculum areas.  All the teachers who answered a particular question on 
the survey, or during their interview, showed an interest in receiving materials that 
explained how the excursion to the Gardens, as well as the hands-on activities, could 
be related to subject areas across the curriculum.  Through our interviews, we found 
that teachers are looking to the Gardens not just as a scientific excursion, but as an 
excursion that they can integrate in different ways to all aspects of education that the 
students are currently engaged in.  Therefore, we suggest that the hands-on activities 
also draw upon subject areas such as business, literature, art, and mathematics, in 
addition to those that draw upon science.   
 
5.1.3. Incorporation of Victorian Essential Learning Standards  
To help teachers transition from using the Curriculum Standards and 
Frameworks to the Victorian Essential Learning Standards, it would be beneficial to 
teachers if the Gardens provided ways the excursion could correspond to the Victorian 
Essential Learning Standards. 
We recommend that when creating the new thematic teachers’ kits, the 
education staff members indicate where the materials and programs correspond 
to the Victorian Essential Learning Standards.  Over 85 percent of the teachers we 
surveyed showed an interest in receiving information as to ways they can use the 
excursion to address other areas of the classroom by using the Victorian Essential 
Learning Standards.  By identifying the areas of these standards that the excursion can 
tie into, such as the three interrelated strands: physical, personal, and social learning, 
discipline-based learning, and interdisciplinary learning, it may be easier for teachers 
to take the next step to using this excursion as a way to satisfy the Victorian 
curriculum frameworks.  Teachers believe this will allow them to take the excursion 
experience and apply it to any topics the students are currently learning, in order to 
maximize the value of the student’s educational experience at the Gardens.  Appendix 
Q shows examples of other educational excursion organisations and how they 
integrated their materials into framework topic areas. 
 
5.1.4. Additional Recommended Elements 
 Through our teacher surveys and interviews, we learned that teachers are 
looking for a variety of different materials they can use in their classrooms.  These 
materials could be sheets that provide either information directly for students or 
information sheets for teachers on how to help the students build upon what they 
experienced during the excursion.   
 We recommend that Education Services include class project instructions 
in the teachers’ kits.  Through conducting our interviews, we found that many 
teachers would be interested in class project instructions to recreate a habitat, for 
example, or another aspect they saw on their excursion with their class.  Class project 
instructions are sheets on topics such as how teachers can build their own garden in 
the school yard, or terrarium with their class.  These sheets would also provide 
suggestions on how the teacher can recreate a theme in their own classroom through 
use of a project.  Appendix M shows some examples of class project instructions 
distributed to teachers by other educational excursion organisations.  These examples 
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can be used by the education staff to see how other organisations have implemented 
this same idea into their teacher materials.   
We recommend that Education Services include topic sheets in their 
teachers’ kits.  In our interviews, teachers requested additional materials that explain 
the aspects of a certain concept.  For example, one sheet might explain what a 
compost heap is, how it works, and why it is important.  By using topic sheets that 
could incorporate into one of the learning strategies of the Victorian Essential 
Learning Standards, teachers could incorporate that topic into their lessons. We 
suggest placing the topic sheets in the kits near the hands-on activities section so 
teachers can use the sheets to enhance upon or build off of a hands-on activity. 
 We recommend that Education Services provide teachers with resources 
to obtain student worksheets to use after the excursion.   Of the teachers we 
surveyed, an overwhelming majority felt student worksheets would be useful.  The 
staff members are reluctant to provide teachers with worksheets in fear they will 
distract teachers from doing the hands-on activities with their class and simply 
provide ‘busy work’ for the students.  Staff members we interviewed felt that if 
teachers were adamant about having worksheets, then they should take a proactive 
approach and search for worksheets themselves that relate specifically to what they 
want to convey to the students.  Staff members claim that many promising sites online 
contain student worksheets if the teacher so desires.  Therefore, we suggest including 
the links to sites where possible worksheets could be found on the website.  These 
links could direct teachers to sites that provide active learning worksheets that allow 
the students to still take an active role in the learning process.  Appendix P shows 
some examples of student worksheets that can be applied to the Gardens.    
 
5.1.5. Production of Thematic Kits 
 The thematic kits that the Gardens will produce should be tailored to different 
levels in order for teachers to use the materials for any school year they teach. 
It is our recommendation that when creating the new thematic kits, the 
education staff make the information provided in the kits tailored to different 
levels.  A majority of the teachers we obtained feedback from suggested to us that 
some of the materials in the kits were at times not appropriate for the level they were 
teaching.  Since most of the teachers we interviewed were teaching primary students, 
the problem the teachers encountered was with the content being too advanced.  It is 
our understanding that if the kits provided information for different levels, they would 
be more applicable to what the teachers are teaching and help the teachers plan their 
excursions and follow up lessons.  This would include a list of activities for younger 
levels and a list for older levels so teachers can easily identify which activities best 
correlate with their level.  By talking to staff members, we found that it would be 
possible for them to produce the kits with the idea of different levels in mind.  
Hopefully, this would allow teachers of all levels to use the kit’s content.   
We recommend that Education Services produce their thematic kits using 
a template so all the kits provide similar elements of materials to teachers.  
Through implementation of our recommendations, a possible sequence of the 
teachers’ kit materials could be: 
1)  Introduction 
2)  Purpose and outcomes 
3)  Programs the kit can be used for 
4)  Practical information 
5) History of the Royal Botanic Gardens 
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6) Plant names and history (for each program) 
7) Incorporating Victorian school frameworks  
8) Integrating excursions into classroom curricula  
9) Hands-on activities (grouped by level) 
10) Class project instructions and topic sheets 
11) Songs 
12) References 
 The kit begins with materials that teachers would generally be looking for 
before the excursion, and progresses to materials they would be looking for after.  A 
list of contents will also be provided.  Appendix T summarises our recommendations 
in the form of a teachers’ kit template.   
 
5.2. Recommendations for Delivery Methods  
This section summarises our recommendations regarding the distribution of the 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ educational materials, including the functionality of the 
Education Services website.  Currently teachers are informed of this website, which 
contains downloadable teachers’ kits, in a confirmation letter to one of the Gardens’ 
excursions.  Each confirmation gives the URL to the education portion of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens website where the kits can be found.  Upon the teacher’s request, a 
hardcopy of one of the kits pertaining to their program is mailed to that teacher.  In 
this section, we present our recommendations to improve the education services’ 
distribution methods and their website. 
 
5.2.1. Website Content 
We recommend that the education staff provide vocabulary sheets on 
their website for teachers.  The use of vocabulary sheets may help stimulate the 
students before the excursion and help them get more out of the excursion experience.  
Staff members agree that the kits are designed to provide teachers with the 
information needed to prepare the students for the excursion, as well as lessons and 
ideas on ways to integrate the excursion experience into their classroom.  Through our 
research, we have concluded that the best place for these student vocabulary sheets is 
on the Education Services website.  This would allow the vocabulary sheets to be 
supplemental to the teachers’ kit so they do not clutter the kit with lists of vocabulary 
for younger and older students.  Appendix Q provides examples of vocabulary sheets 
distributed to teachers by other educational excursion organisations. 
 We recommend that the pedagogies the staff members have created be 
located on the website rather than their current location in the teachers’ kit.  
Pedagogies show teachers the philosophy behind how the staff members teach and the 
reasons why they teach this way.  During our interviews, we found that most teachers 
find the concept of including pedagogies effective, but they simply do not have the 
time to read them.  Since both staff members and teachers agree that the pedagogies 
are important, we feel that they should still be included.  It is our idea that the 
pedagogies be located on the website where the teachers’ kits are found and not take 
up space in the kit. 
We recommend that the website should contain a page for each of the 
themes the staff will group the programs into, and a page for important 
information on each program.  Providing a list of the themes with the corresponding 
programs may make it easier for teachers to define which sections of the site they 
need to visit to get the information needed for their excursion.  Helpful elements on 
this page would include: 
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1) Pedagogies for education 
2) Links to worksheets available to supplement the teachers’ kits 
3) Links to the programs in that theme 
Helpful elements on each program page would include: 
1) The teachers’ kit available for that theme 
2) Practical information for teachers to know prior to the excursion 
3) Vocabulary information for younger and older students 
4) Hyperlinks to Victorian Essential Learning Standards strands in the related 
thematic kit 
With an easily accessible website for each program, teachers can visit one page 
to find all the helpful information they may want to or need to know about their 
excursion.  Appendix S contains screen shots of an example layout for the webpage 
which contains all the practical information and some links for one of the programs 
offered by the Gardens.   
 
5.2.2. Distribution of Educational Materials 
We recommend that the education staff continue using their current 
modes of kit distribution.  Our results showed that the preferred choice of 
distribution among teachers is quite varied.  From our data we can conclude that 
Education Services would benefit from continuing their two current forms of 
distribution: sending paper copies to teachers and providing a downloadable kit on the 
website.  In the confirmation letter that teachers receive when booking their 
excursions, teachers should continue to be offered the option to contact the Gardens 
requesting the hardcopy of the kit if that is the best method of delivery for them.   
However, the use of the website was still one of the preferred forms of 
distribution.  The site currently contains teachers’ kits used by the teachers who visit 
on an excursion.  We found that teachers believed this mode of distribution to be 
useful.  When the thematic teachers’ kits are created, it would be beneficial to place 
them on this site for easy access by the teachers.  Providing this alternative mode of 
distribution allows teachers flexibility in how they receive the information.   
We recommend that teachers be informed about what resource materials 
are located on the education website.  The majority of teachers we asked found the 
materials currently on the website, but were frustrated while trying to find more 
materials.  Currently only four programs have teachers’ kits online, and those teachers 
who were not participating in one of those four programs said they kept searching for 
the materials that were associated with their program but could not find them.  It is 
not written on the website that there are only four kits.  Appendix S provides screen 
shots of an example webpage.  
 
5.3. Recommendations for Enhancement of Royal Botanic Gardens’ 
Excursion Programs 
 Through teacher interviews we found that the excursion programs at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens to be excellent.  We only received a few recommendations on ways 
to enhance the programs, but those recommendations received were voiced by many 
teachers.  The following recommendations describe the issues regarding ways to 
enhance the programs.   
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5.3.1. Providing Practical Information 
 It is our recommendation that a single page of general practical 
information regarding the excursion be included with the confirmation letter to 
teachers.  Over half the teachers from whom we received feedback specifically 
requested that the Royal Botanic Gardens provide more information about the 
excursion prior to their arrival.  While teachers gave different examples of what 
practical information was, all teachers agreed that they would like to be made aware 
of information regarding the excursion.  We recommend that the practical information 
provided include the following: 
1) Where the bus should drop off the class 
2) Where the bus should park 
3) Where the closest toilets are and when students should use them 
4) What the students and teachers should bring with them 
 A map will also be provided with the confirmation letter that will further help 
the teacher find the meeting place and where the bus should park.  We believe that the 
most effective way to provide this information for teachers is to mail it with the 
confirmation letter they receive.  Therefore, we recommend that a page listing these 
items be mailed to the teachers with their confirmation letter, and also be posted on 
the Education Services’ website for additional access.  Appendix O provides 
examples from other organisations of effective ways to present practical information 
about an excursion.  Appendix R provides an example of what we recommend as a 
page supplemental to the confirmation letter.  If the teachers are researching the 
different programs offered by the Royal Botanic Gardens, they will be able to see 
what the general information is on the website before they make bookings.   
We recommend including brief program-specific information on the 
Education Services’ website.  Program-specific information should include activities 
the students will be participating in, and what main topics the Gardens’ staff will 
focus on during the tour.  Teachers feel that program-specific information will allow 
them to better prepare students for their excursion and answer any questions teachers 
may have regarding what to expect during the excursion.  From the feedback we 
received, we found that placing this information on the education website so teachers 
can read this information prior to making a booking.  Having this information on the 
website will let teachers decide which programs could supplement their curriculum 
and benefit their students, and hopefully allow teachers to make more informed 
choices when booking.  This information will also be provided in the thematic kits for 
teachers to easily read when preparing their students.  Appendix S shows an example 
of how we recommend this information be presented on the education website.   
 
5.3.2. Aspects for Enhancement  
We recommend that Education Services informs the teachers about how 
many students can visit the Gardens in one group and that only one staff 
member will be provided for that particular group size.  From the Royal Botanic 
Gardens’ survey we found that half the teachers said that the group (usually around 25 
students) was too large for all the students to always hear the staff member.  Teachers 
should be made aware that the size of the group they bring is the size of the group that 
will be participating in the excursion together.  According to the Gardens’ staff, it 
would not be economically feasible to provide more than one teacher per group with 
30 or less students. 
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We recommend that Education Services suggest teachers bring students 
of the same level.  Through our research, we found that some teachers participating in 
the Royal Botanic Gardens’ excursion programs said that the program they attended 
was not appropriate for the younger students.  One quarter of the teachers we 
interviewed at the Gardens after their excursions told us that the younger students in 
the group were sometimes confused and paid little attention to the program.  After 
talking to the education staff members, we found that the students a teacher brings 
will not be split up.  Therefore, if a teacher brings students of different levels, they 
will all be in the same group and some might not get as much out of the program.  By 
simply explaining this on the website, or stating it on the phone when booking, 
confusion could be eliminated and provide the teacher with the ability to make a more 
informed decision about which program to participate in. 
We recommend that the education staff members incorporate a small 
amount of recreation time into the programs for young students.  Teachers have 
described that while older primary students seem eager to explore the rest of the 
Gardens, the younger students seem to want to explore more on their own in the 
Children’s Garden.  All of the primary teachers that we interviewed directly after their 
excursion felt that the students at times may have acted too wildly during the 
structured parts.  Whether it is running to find leaves and nuts or running through the 
Children’s Garden, the students should be allowed to use their energy.  As these 
teachers suggested, running around allows the students to expel their built up energy, 
which may help improve the students’ attention during the program.   
We recommend that the education staff suggest teachers bring a camera 
on the excursion.  Many teachers expressed interest during our interviews about 
having pictures of the parts of the Gardens they saw during the excursion.  Teachers 
suggested that these pictures be available on the Education Services website for easy 
access.  However, when we asked the staff members during the interviews, they 
expressed a concern that the students may see these pictures before their excursion 
and develop a preconceived notion of what to expect.  Since there is no way to 
prevent the students from accessing these pictures prior to their excursion, the staff 
would rather leave the pictures off the website.   
As an alternative, the staff suggested that the teachers bring a camera to take 
pictures of the parts of the Gardens the students visited during the excursion.  One 
way to increase the number of teachers who bring cameras may be to put a note on the 
supplemental sheet to the confirmation letter.  This would allow the teachers and 
students to have pictures to use afterwards for hands-on activities in the classroom.  
The staff members feel that this would allow the teacher to become more involved in 
the excursion with their students. 
The goal of our recommendations is to assist the Royal Botanic Gardens in 
advancing their Education Services.  We have primarily focused on recommendations 
for the teachers’ kits because the Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education Services wants 
to expand on their resource materials.  Our recommendations are intended to guide 
the creation of new materials for the teachers and students of Victoria, as well as to 
enhance the materials currently being provided.  The intent is to assist the teachers 
before, during, and after their excursions to help the students get the most out of this 
educational experience.  We also gave recommendations about the excursion 
programs, distribution methods, and the Royal Botanic Gardens’ Education Services 
website to further enhance their value to teachers.  With our recommendations and 
their examples in Appendices S and T, we hope the Royal Botanic Gardens can 
continue to have one of Victoria’s most outstanding educational excursion programs.
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Appendix A: Curriculum and Standards Framework (CSF) & Victorian 
Certificate of Education (VCE) Science Strands 
 
CSF:  
 
Science Strand: 
• Level 1-2 
The Physical World: 
• Level 1: How does it move? 
• Level 3: Energy Changes 
Life and Living: 
• Level 2: Animal Structure 
• Level 4: Parts of the Flower 
Biological science Strand:  
• Levels 3-6 
Chemical science Strand: 
• Levels 3-6 
Earth and space sciences strand:  
• Levels 3-6 
Physical science strand: 
• Levels 3-6 
 
VCE: 
 
Unit 1 – Organisms in their Environments: 
• The Nature of Ecosystems 
• The Changes of Ecosystems 
Unit 2 – Functioning Organisms: 
• Requirements for Life 
• Reproduction and Development 
Unit 3 – Challenge to Survive: 
• Cells in their Environment 
• Surviving under Changing Conditions 
Unit 4 – Biological Continuity and Change: 
• Genetic Inheritance 
• Variation, Natural Selection and Evolution 
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Appendix B: Royal Botanic Gardens Programs 
 
Melbourne: 
Early Childhood Programs: 
• 1st Term: Wonderful Water (Children’s Garden) 
• 2nd Term: Food for Life (Children’s Garden) 
• 3rd Term: Homes and Hideaways (Children’s Garden) 
• 4th Term: Minibeasts (Children’s Garden) 
• A Garden of Rhythm and Rhyme (To begin in 2005) 
• Spring, Autumn, and Aboriginal Trails 
• Literature in the Gardens 
• Plants the Dinosaurs Ate 
• Christmas 
Primary Education Programs: 
• Food Forest 
• Sustainable Gardening 
• The Magic Garden 
• Plant Magic 
• Minibeasts 
• Introduction to the Gardens (P-6) 
• Aboriginal Trails (P-6) 
• Literature in the Gardens (P-6) 
• The Waterhole by Graema Base (P-6) 
• Where the Forest Meets the Sea (P-6) 
• Christmas in the Gardens 
• LOTE Programs (P-6) 
• Plants and Animals (3-6) 
• An Island on the Yarra (3-6) 
• Into the Rainforest (4-6) 
• Three Friends of Winter (4-6) 
• Plantworks (5-6) 
• Stars of Melbourne (5-6) 
Secondary School Programs: 
• Sustainable Gardening (Children’s Garden; 7-9) 
• Water 4 Life (Children’s Garden; 7-10) 
• Searching for Eden (Children’s Garden; 7-10) 
• Plant Adaptions (9-VCE Biology Unit 1) 
• Behind the Scenes (VCE Biology) 
• Plant Sex (VCE Biology Unit 2) 
• Outdoor and Environmental Studies (VCE Unit 3) 
• Geography Field Investigation (VCE Unit 3) 
• Gondwana Greening (VCE Biology Unit 4) 
• Plants and Animals (7-8) 
• Plantworks (7-9) 
• Into the Rainforest (7-9) 
• Changing Landscapes (7-10) 
• Nature of Melbourne (7-10) 
• Stars of Melbourne (7-10) 
• LOTE Programs: Indonesia, German, French (7-12) 
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Cranbourne: 
Early Childhood Programs: 
 • Katie Koala’s Bush Birthday 
 • Hoses, Hats, and Wombats 
Primary School Programs: 
 • Bush Detective (Level 1-2) 
 • Frogs and other Pond Life (only in spring – 1-2) 
 • Minibeasts (2) 
 • From Seed to Tree (2) 
 • Growing Australian Plants (3) 
 • Survival of Australian Plants and Animals (3) 
 • Aboriginal Use of the Plants and Animals/Bush Technology (3-4) 
 • Interaction Between Living Things (4) 
 • Plant Adaption and Reproduction (4) 
Secondary School Programs: 
 • Future Use of a Resource (VCE Unit 3 Geology) 
 • Investigating Ecosystems (VCE Biology 1) 
 • Water Quality at Wylie’s Creek Wetland (VCE Biology 1) 
• Relationships with Outdoor Environments (VCE Outdoor and Environmental 
Studies) 
 • Jackson’s Track (VCE English) 
 • Land Use and Management (Level 5) 
 • Fire and the Australian Environment (5) 
 • Aboriginal Resource Trail (5) 
 • Australian Environment (5) 
 • Sustainable Public Use of native Bushland (6) 
 • Plant Classification (5) 
 • Wetland and Heathland Ecosystems (5) 
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Appendix C: Royal Botanic Gardens Kits 
 
Early Childhood Programs (Preschool): 
• Introduction: 
o About the Royal Botanic Gardens 
o About this booklet 
o Objectives for this booklet 
• Programs: 
o Introduction: The purpose is to explore, hear stories, learn songs, 
and move 
o Spring Trail: Learn about the seasons, new growth of plants and 
flowers 
o Autumn Trail: Learn about colour changes and artwork 
o Aboriginal Resources Trail: What ways do they used plants, learn 
stories, and paint 
o Literature in the Gardens: See picture stories 
• Practicalities 
o Including information such as times, transport, play, food, clothing, 
needs, and first aid 
• Garden Highlights: A list of plants in the Gardens that pertain to this kit 
o Bunya Bunya Pine 
o Oak Loan 
o Fern Gully 
o Herb Garden 
o Garden Treasures 
o Lightning Tree 
• Topics and Experiences: 
o Animal and Plant Interactions: Including bees, butterflies, plants, 
silk worms, birds 
o Gardening: Including eating the produce, planting, garden boxes, 
old tyres, bush food plants, seeds, earthworms, water conservation, 
“pests”, patterns, smells, colours, sounds, and cooking 
o Plants with a difference: Including mosses/lichens, mushrooms, 
carnivorous plants, cacti, cycads 
- Plant change 
- Songs 
 
Introduction to the Gardens (P-6): 
• Introduction: 
o About the Royal Botanic Gardens 
o About this booklet 
o Objectives for this booklet 
• Gardens: 
o Oak Lawn: Including the Lightning Tree, looking for leaves, and 
learning about the seasons 
o Dinosaur Trees: Learning the types and about fossils 
o Herb Garden: Learning the types 
o Fern Gully: Learning the types of plants and foods 
o Animals: Including fruit bats, birds, and eels 
o Activities: Including propagating herbs, cutting, and bottled plants 
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• Practicalities 
o Including information such as times, transport, play, food, clothing, 
needs, and first aid 
 
Aboriginal Trail (P-6): 
• People, Plants, and Places: 
o Curriculum relevance 
o Background: Learn about Aboriginal people in the area, their way 
of life, and the animals, plants, and art during that time 
o Map 
• People:  
o Learn about the history of local tribes, their community, and past 
and current tribes 
o Learn about when English settlers came to Australia 
o Questions for School: Group concept maps 
o Other Activities: Aboriginal words, etc. 
• Plants: 
o Learn about Victoria’s landscape 
o See old Aboriginal plants that are still alive 
o Questions for School: What could be Aboriginal plants? 
o Activities: Using roots, Breading 
• Story Plants: 
o Symbolism 
o Past and current ceremonies (I.e. Smoking Ceremonies) 
o Questions for School: What are ceremonies and celebrations? 
o Activities: Stories, What did they discover? 
• Technology: 
o Learn how it incorporates into Aboriginal society 
o Questions for School: What types of tools did they create? 
o Activities: Find/make these tools 
• Place: 
o What Australia was like many years ago 
o Questions for School: What was the environment of the Aboriginal 
people? 
o Activities: What present places are special to you? In the past, why 
did people settle here? 
• Parts of the Trail: 
o Includes 34 plants and animals such as ferns, pines, and other trees 
and the fruit bats 
• Yarra River 
o History of the surroundings 
o Paola’s Story: The life of a Wamba Wamba Tribe woman 
o Dean’s Story: The life of a Wamba Wamba Tribe member 
• Resources 
o Timelines: 1801-1853, Early Port Phillip, Victoria 
• Aboriginal Words: 
o Kulin Wurning: Tools, elements, people, and animals 
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Gondwana Greening (VCE Biology Unit 4): 
• Evolution: 
o Silurian Period: Includes information about mutation 
o Devonian Period: Includes information about natural selection 
o Carboniferous Period (The Big Freeze): Includes information about 
adaptations 
o Permian Period (Evolution Explosion): Includes information about 
speciation 
o Triassic Period (Great Dying): Includes information about 
extinction 
o Jurassic Period: Includes information about competition 
o Cretaceous Period (Big Split): Includes information about 
dinosaurs 
o Tertiary Period (Flower Explosion): Includes information about 
divergence 
o Quaternary: Includes information about convergence 
 
Plants on the Brink (upper-school primary): 
 • Introduction: 
  ○ History of the Gardens 
 • Australia: 
  ○ How this continent formed 
  ○ Soils and rainfall – rocks, dirt, water 
  ○ Fire – How it affects the plant and animal species 
 • Ecology: 
  ○ Vocabulary: Presumed extinct, endangered, vulnerable, threatened 
 • Threatened: 
○ Levels when species become threatened: loss of habitat, disturbance   
of remnant population, population size, environmental weeds 
 • Biodiversity: 
  ○ “Web of Life” – Interrelationships 
  ○ Ecosystems 
 • Biological Resources: 
○ Food, medicines, commercial products, breeding stocks/population 
reservoirs, ornamental plants and cut flowers 
 • Ecosystems: 
○ Protection of water resources, soils formation and protection, 
nutrient storage and recycling, pollution breakdown and absorption, 
contribution to climate stability 
 • Social Benefits: 
○ Research monitoring and education, recreation and tourism, cultural 
values 
 • Relevance to the CSF: 
  ○ How it related to the levels and the outcomes to expect 
  ○ Focus in science, studies of society, and the environment 
 • Pre-visit Activities: 
  ○ Concept maps, matching flash cards, puzzles 
 • Post-visit Activities: 
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○ Variations outside the classroom (past, present, and future), webbing 
(concept map), matching flash cards, designing a plant, songs and 
stories 
 • Guided and Self-guided Walks 
 
Into the Rainforest: 
 • Understanding: 
  ○ Rainforest facts 
 • Program: 
○ This section includes what the children will see and experience 
during this program  
 • Relevance to the CSF: 
  ○ How it related to the levels and the outcomes to expect 
○ Focus in Society and environment: places and space, resources, 
natural and social systems, science: natural and processed materials, 
the physical world, Earth and beyond, life and living 
 • Rainforests Layers: 
○ Forest floor, herb layer, shrub layer, understorey tree layer, canopy 
tree layer, emergent trees 
 • Types of Rainforests: 
○ Tropical rainforests, subtropical rainforests, warm temperature 
rainforests, cool temperate rainforests, dry rainforests, and littoral 
rainforests 
 • Rainforest Soil 
 • Rainforest Plants: 
○ Leaves, roots, buttresses, drip tips, cauliflory, epiphytes, climbers, 
fungi, stranglers 
 • Rainforest Animals: 
  ○ Invertebrates, frogs, reptiles, birds, mammals 
 • Valuing Rainforests: 
○ Biodiversity, health and economic benefits, environmental benefits, 
social and cultural benefits 
 • Threats to Rainforests: 
○ Natural causes, fie, logging, agriculture, mining, dam construction, 
edge effects 
 • Conserving Rainforests: 
○ Learning about and valuing rainforests, understanding consequences 
of our actions, rainforest management 
 • Pre-visit Activities 
 • Post-visit Activities: 
○ Objectives, processing information, drawing conclusions, 
worksheets 
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Water Quality Kit – (Cranbourne): 
 • Excursion Preparation 
○ Essential Information – Outdoor Environments, Closures, Fire Bans, 
Cancellations, Clothing, and Wildlife 
 • Meeting Location – When, Where, Facilities, Supervision 
 • Map of Cranbourne Garden 
 • Map of Picnic Area 
 • Activity Time Sheet 
 • Group Check List – Primary 
  ○ Name tags 
 • Group Check List – Secondary 
 • Curriculum Relevance – Upper Primary, Lower Secondary 
  ○ Science CSF 
  ○ SOSE CSF 
  ○ Middle Years 
  ○ VCE Biology – Unit 1 
  ○ VCE Environmental Science – Unit 1 and Unit 2 
 • Water Quality Program Outline 
  ○ Total Duration – 2 hours 
○ Location Spots and durations – Stringybark Picnic Area, Walk to 
Wylies Creek, Wylies Creek Dam 4, Habitat survey, Measuring Bio 
indicators, Ponding for macro-invertebrates, Walk back to Spa, 
Conclusion 
 • Habitat Survey 
○ Bank vegetation, Verge vegetation, In Stream Cover, Bank Erosion 
and Stability, Riffles, Pools and Bends 
 • Measuring Bio Inductors 
○ Turbidity, Dissolving Oxygen, Temperature, Electrical Conductivity, 
Ortho Phosphorous, pH Levels, Nitrate 
 • Ponding for Macro-invertebrates 
 • Habitat Survey Sheet – Primary 
 • Habitat Survey Sheet – Secondary 
 • Habitat Survey Field Guide 
 • Background Information 
  ○ Food, Fibre, Tools and Medicine, European Contact 
 • Europeans 
  ○ Early settlers, Military Reserve, Sand Mines and Private Railways 
 • Development of the Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne 
  ○ Mission of the Royal Botanic Gardens Cranbourne 
 • Further Developments of Cranbourne 
○ The Design, the Sand Garden, Dry River Walk, Eastern Dune 
Garden, Rockpool Waterway, Exhibition Garden, Eucalypt Walk, 
Escarpment Wall Sculpture, Central Hills, Visit’s Centre 
 • Natural History 
  ○ Climate, Geographical History, Geomorphology, Soils 
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 • Classification of Plants 
 • State Significant Species 
 • Land Management 
○ Fire Protection, Introducing Mammals, Cinnamon Fungus Dieback, 
Adjacent land use 
 • Plant Species 
 • Mammal Species 
 • Bird Species 
 • Reptile Species 
 • Frog Species 
 • Glossary 
 • School Based Activities 
 • Pedagogies 
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Appendix D: Methodology Flow Chart 
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Appendix E:  Teacher Survey 
 
Dear Teachers, 
 
 We are a student team from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Worcester, 
Massachusetts USA.  We are working here in Australia as consultants for the Royal 
Botanic Gardens in Melbourne to further their educational programs.  The Royal 
Botanic Gardens has established many educational programs that are used as an 
informational resource by schools in Victoria.  To complement the student programs 
at the Gardens, teachers receive resource materials prior to their visit to provide the 
students with background information before their excursion.   
The Royal Botanic Gardens wishes to improve upon their teacher resource 
materials.  However, before they initiate this task, they want to evaluate the 
effectiveness of their currently distributed materials.  We are hoping you can provide 
us with some input about these materials and the programs.   
Enclosed is a short, very valuable survey regarding the programs at the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.  If we did not provide enough surveys for the amount of teachers 
who have attended the Gardens from your school, please photo copy this letter and the 
survey for any addition participants.  We are conducting this survey in hopes to gear 
our recommendations to the Gardens towards what teachers specifically want to see in 
their resource materials.   Our goal is to provide teachers with effective resources so 
that the students can arrive at the Gardens prepared for the programs and get the most 
out of the excursion. 
 
 
Thanks for your participation,  
 
 
WPI Student Research Team
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Royal Botanic Gardens Educational Survey 
 
Please complete the following questions regarding education and the Royal Botanic 
Gardens.  Your answers to these questions will remain confidential.  The results of 
this survey will greatly help our project and overall recommendations for the Royal 
Botanic Gardens.   
 
1)  What programs at the Royal Botanic Gardens have you attended? Check all that 
apply 
⁭ Early Childhood Programs 
⁭ Introduction to the Gardens 
⁭ Aboriginal Trail 
⁭ Other_________________ 
 
2)  With what year level(s) did you attend the program(s)?_________________ 
 
3)  Regarding the programs themselves, which of the following resource materials 
would be useful for teachers to receive before and after an excursion?  Please rank 
each on the scale provided.   
1 = Not Useful, 2 = Somewhat Useful, 3 = Useful, 4 = Very Useful,  
5 = Definitely Useful 
Materials Prior To Visit After Visit 
Information on aspects of the gardens that the 
students will see or have seen 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Further information or facts on plants and other 
related topics 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Practical information on taking an excursion to 
the gardens 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Ideas for class activities and experiences 1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Pedagogies relating to the garden and its 
programs 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Suggestions for developing an integrated 
curriculum 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Ideas to integrate the gardens experience with 
implementing VELS 
1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
Student worksheets 1   2   3  4  5 
 
1   2   3  4  5 
Lesson plants 1   2   3  4  5 1   2   3  4  5 
4)  When an excursion site provides resource materials to you, what are the most 
useful methods for obtaining the information?  Please rank each on the scale provided.   
1 = Not Useful, 2 = Somewhat Useful, 3 = Useful, 4 = Very Useful,  
5 = Definitely Useful 
 
A PDF downloadable package. (To be obtained from internet.) 1   2   3  4   5 
Website pages containing teaching resources and links. 1   2   3  4   5 
Website pages containing student resources and links. 1   2   3   4   5
Printed copies distributed via mail or fax. 1   2   3   4   5
A CD-ROM containing the Royal Botanic Gardens teacher materials. 1   2   3   4   5
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5)  How could a visit to the Royal Botanic Gardens help to meet your needs in 
implementing VELS? 
 
The following questions relate specifically to the teacher resource materials 
distributed by the Royal Botanic Gardens (RBG).  If you have not used any of the 
resource materials distributed by RBG, please proceed to question 9. 
 
6)  Please rank the effectiveness of the RBG kits using the following scale.  
1 = Not Effective, 2 = Somewhat Effective, 3 = Effective, 4 = Very Effective, 5 = 
Definitely Effective. 
Information on aspects of the gardens that the students will see or have seen 1   2   3   4   5 
Further information or facts on plants and other related topics 1   2   3   4   5 
Practical information on taking an excursion to the gardens 1   2   3   4   5 
Ideas for class activities and experiences 1   2   3   4   5 
Pedagogies relating to the garden and its programs 1   2   3   4   5 
Suggestions for developing an integrated curriculum 1   2   3   4   5 
Format and presentation 1   2   3   4   5 
 
Availability of the kits 1   2   3   4   5 
7)  How did you obtain the teacher’s kit? 
 ⁭ Royal Botanic Gardens’ Website 
⁭  A paper copy from the Royal Botanic Gardens 
 
8)  Do you have any suggestions, not already discussed, as to how the gardens can 
improve their current teacher resource materials?   
 
9)  If you have used the RBG website, how effective do you find the following 
aspects?   
1 = Not Effective, 2 = Somewhat Effective, 3 = Definitely Effective. 
 Ease of navigation 1   2   3  
Access to educational materials 1   2   3  
Usefulness of education pages 1   2   3  
I have not used the RBG Educational website ⁭  
Please provide any recommendations to make the site better for teachers and students: 
 
10a)  What time of year do you usually look for ideas on where to travel on an 
excursion? 
 
b) How do you look for this information? 
 
c) How do you select the excursion location and frequency? 
 
11)  What kind of outreach services or programs, focussing on garden development 
and plant related projects, would you find useful? 
 
We would like to thank you for completing our survey.  Your feedback is important to 
us and will be used to help improve the Royal Botanic Gardens’ educational programs 
for the students of Victoria. 
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Appendix F:  Interview Protocol 
 
Guidelines to Follow: 
 
1) Greet the person being interviewed. 
2) Introduce ourselves. 
3) Thank person for taking the time to speak to us. 
4) Ask permission to take notes or record the interview. 
5) Explain our project to the interviewee. 
6) Ask appropriate questions depending on the expertise of the interviewee. 
7) Take a detailed record of questions asked and the responses given. 
8) Again, thank person for taking the time to speak to us, as well as sharing 
information with our group. 
9) Conclude conversation with interviewee.  
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Interview Questions – Teachers 
 
 
1. What levels have you instructed? 
 
 
2. What teaching standards (VCE, CSF, CSF 2, VELS) does the 
school/academy/college follow?  
 
 
3. What interactive teaching methods do you use as a learning tool? 
 
 
4. What methods (lectures, hands-on learning, real life examples, etc.) do you 
find the most useful in teaching? 
 
 
5. Have you ever brought a class that you were teaching on an excursion? 
 
 
6. What would be useful to you to use with your class before and after an 
excursion? What do the students find engaging (motivating)? 
 
 
7. Are their any aids or activities that you have found helpful to use with your 
students either before or after an excursion? 
 
 
8. Have you ever been to the Royal Botanic Gardens in Melbourne or 
Cranbourne, The Ian Potter Foundation Children’s Garden, or any other 
educational site on an excursion?  Has your class ever attended one of the 
educational programs that they offer? How effective do you believe the 
program(s) is/are? 
 
 
9. Did you receive any resource materials from the site of the excursion to help 
you prepare for the program that you attended?  If so, did you use them useful, 
and how effective do you believe they are for the teachers and/or the students?  
What were their strengths, and were they any areas you felt could have used 
improvement? 
 
 
10. When you have received resource materials, would you be more likely to use 
it before an excursion, after an excursion, or both before and after an 
excursion? 
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11. Do you have any suggestions about what kinds of information would be the 
most helpful to you in preparing your class for an excursion, beyond what you 
have already received?  
 
 
12. How many excursions do you take per year? 
 
 
13. What time of year do you typically go on excursions? 
 
 
14. Where do you get ideas of places to go on excursion to? 
 
 
15. How do you find information on places to go on excursion to?  
 
 
16. How do you select the place that you will take your class on excursion to? 
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Interview Questions – Royal Botanic Garden Staff 
 
1) What programs have you lead at the Gardens? 
 
 
2) Observations of children’s behaviour during programs at the Gardens: 
 
 2a) Did the children seem engaged in the program? 
 
 2b) Did the children seem well prepared for the program? 
 
2c) Did the children seem to understand the information presented to them in 
the program? 
 
 
3) Have you ever observed the behaviour of any teachers that bring their classes to an 
educational program at the garden? 
 
 3a) Did the teachers seem engaged in the program? 
 
 3b) Did the teachers seem well prepared for the program? 
 
3c) Were the teachers excited about helping their students learn more when 
they arrived to/departed from the garden? 
 
3d) Did the teachers make an effort to help any students that were struggling 
with the program? 
 
 
4) Can you tell us/me the strong aspects of the programs that you have lead (what 
were the most engaging aspects of the program for the teachers and students)?  
 
 
5) Can you name any areas of the programs that would benefit for improvement 
 
 
6) Do you have any suggestions for students/children to help them gain more 
knowledge from the program that they attend?  
 
 
7) Do you have any suggestions for teachers to help them make it possible for their 
students to gain the most out of their trip to the Gardens? 
 
 
8) Do you have any comments that you would like to add about the Royal Botanic 
Gardens, About the Ian Potter Children’s Foundation Garden, about the educational 
programs at either of the Gardens, about the resource materials provided to teachers 
by the Gardens? 
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Appendix G:  Analysis Matrices  
 
 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Teacher Resource Kit Feedback 
Kit Aspects Teacher Survey 
Response 
Teacher Interview 
Response 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff Response 
Practical 
Information 
            
Subject Areas 
from Frameworks 
            
Integration of 
Excursion Across 
Curriculum 
            
Relevance to 
RBG Programs 
See Transcripts    See Transcripts 
Pedagogies              
Including Song             
Age Appropriate       See Transcripts 
History of 
Gardens  
            
More Hands-On 
Activities 
            
Gardens’ Pictures             
Digital Camera 
for Teachers 
            
Class Project 
Instructions and 
Topic Sheets 
            
Student 
Worksheets 
            
Vocabulary             
Names of Plants             
Lesson Plans             
 
 
 
 Should Be Included 
 Should Not Be Included 
  Needs Enhancement  
 Feasible  
 Not Feasible  
 Has Previously Been Included 
But Was Removed 
 
 
 Feasible But Not By The 
Royal Botanic Gardens 
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 Royal Botanic Gardens’ Programs Feedback 
 
Program Aspect 
Teacher 
Survey 
Response 
Teacher 
Interview 
Response 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff 
Response 
Level Appropriate             
Extension of 
Children’s Garden 
            
Smaller Groups             
Student Recreation             
Voice Projection             
Cameras for Teachers             
 
 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Website Feedback 
 
Distribution Method 
Teacher 
Survey 
Response 
Teacher 
Interview 
Response 
Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff 
Response 
Better Promotion             
Easier to Navigate             
Pages on:             
Age Level Kits             
VELS Topics             
Practical Information             
Pictures           
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Should Be Included 
 Should Not Be Included 
 Needs Enhancement 
 Feasible 
 Not Feasible 
 Has Previously Been Included 
But Was Removed 
 Feasible But Not By The 
Royal Botanic Gardens 
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 Royal Botanic Gardens’ Distribution Feedback 
 
Distribution Method 
Teacher 
Survey 
Response 
Teacher 
Interview 
Response 
Royal Botanic 
Gardens’ Staff 
Response 
Downloadable PDF           
Teacher Website           
CD-ROM           
Paper Hardcopy         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 Effective 
 Not Effective 
 Feasible 
 Not Feasible 
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Appendix H: Survey Data Table 
 
1) What programs at the Royal Botanic Gardens have you attended? 
Program Early Childhood Introduction to the Gardens Aboriginal 
Trail 
Other 
# 4 7 6 9 
 
2) With what year level(s) did you attend the program(s)? 
Year Early Preparatory 1 2 3 4 5 6 12 Special School 
# 2 1 3 5 8 1 5 1 1 2 
 
3) Which of these resource materials would be useful for teachers to receive before 
and after an excursion? 
Component Not Useful 
Before/After
Somewhat 
Useful 
Before/After
Useful 
Before/After
Very Useful 
Before/After 
Definitely 
Useful 
Before/After
Information on 
what students will 
see/ have seen 
0/0 1/0 5/7 4/4 13/6 
Facts on plants and 
related topics 
0/0 3/3 9/3 4/6 3/9 
Practical 
information for 
excursion 
0/7 2/2 11/6 2/2 9/1 
Classroom 
activities 
0/1 0/0 6/5 1/1 16/13 
Pedagogies 2/2 2/4 10/6 4/3 6/1 
Developing an 
integrated 
curriculum 
0/1 2/1 10/8 2/1 9/7 
Implementing 
VELS into garden 
experience 
1/1 3/1 9/4 4/3 6/8 
Student 
worksheets 
2/1 2/1 6/4 5/3 8/9 
Lesson plans 2/1 2/1 7/3 1/1 9/7 
 
4) What are the most useful methods for obtaining the information? 
Component Not 
Useful 
Somewhat 
Useful 
Useful Very Useful Definitely 
Useful 
PDF 1 4 8 8 4 
Teacher 
webpage 
0 1 9 6 8 
Student 
webpage 
1 3 5 5 8 
Hard Copies 0 3 9 3 10 
CD-ROM 2 2 7 4 10 
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5) How could a visit to the Royal Botanic Gardens help to meet your needs in 
implementing VELS? 
 a. Give information to schools about how children can help their environment. 
 b. Teaching children to care and look after our environment. 
 c. Ideas can be incorporated in many different aspects. 
 d. Lesson plan ideas. 
 e. Student worksheets. 
 
6) Please rank the effectiveness of the RBG kits. 
Component Not Useful 
 
Somewhat 
Useful 
Useful Very Useful  Definitely 
Useful 
Information on 
what students will 
see/ have seen 
0 1 11 1 3 
Facts on plants and 
related topics 
0 0 8 4 3 
Practical 
information for 
excursion 
0 0 8 5 2 
Classroom 
activities 
0 1 5 6 5 
Pedagogies 0 3 8 3 1 
Developing an 
integrated 
curriculum 
0 0 7 5 3 
Format and 
presentation 
0 1 8 4 4 
Availability of the 
kits 
1 2 5 3 6 
 
7) How did you obtain the teacher’s kit? 
Method: Royal Botanic Gardens’ Website Hard copy 
# 1 12 
 
8) Do you have any suggestions, not already discussed, as to how the gardens can 
improve their current teacher resource materials? 
 a. Having age appropriate kits. 
 b. List of edible plants to plant 
 c. Up-to-date statistical data on visitors 
 d. More information on how children can plant their own plants at home. 
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9) If you have used the RBG website, how effective do you find the following 
aspects? 
Component: Not 
Effective 
Somewhat 
Effective 
Definitely 
Effective 
Not Used 
Ease of navigation 0 6 8 N/A 
Access to education materials 0 7 5 N/A 
Usefulness of education pages 1 5 5 N/A 
I have not used the RBG  
Educational website 
N/A N/A N/A 10 
 
10a) What time of year do you usually look for ideas on where to travel on an 
excursion? 
 a. Beginning of each term. 
 b. End of each term. 
 c. Start of each term. 
 d. October 
 e. September-February 
 f. Early each year. 
 g. Depends on the unit of work that we want to compliment with an excursion. 
 h. February 
 i. Various – usually at the start of the year. 
 j. Term 1. 
 k. End of the year. (2) 
 l. Beginning of the year. (2) 
 m. Term 4 to plan for the following year. (2) 
 n. All year. (2) 
 
10b) How do you look for this information? 
a. Website. (11) 
b. Local network information 
c. Other schools 
d. Education News. (2) 
e. Brochures. (4) 
f. Contacting the agency. 
g. Other teachers/word of mouth. (4) 
h. Mail. 
i. Newspapers. 
j. File at school. 
k. Previous excursion. 
 
10c) How do you select the excursion location and frequency? 
 a. Availability of buses. 
 b. Availability of support staff. 
 c. Cost. (6) 
 d. Relevance to curriculum. 
 e. Generally one per term to fit in with the curriculum. 
 f. Networking with other teachers 
 g. Contacting the agency. 
 h. Time. (2) 
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 i. Topic relevance. (2) 
 j. Curriculum needs. (3) 
 k. What suits the outcomes/objectives for our unit of work the best. 
 l. School policy. 
 m. Recommendations from other teachers. (2) 
 n. Every two years. 
 o. Maximum of one per term. 
 p. Pamphlets that are sent out. 
 q. Age Appropriate. 
 
11) What kind of outreach services or programs, focussing on garden development 
and plant related projects, would you find useful? 
 a. Speakers to staff on layout of vegetable/native/cottage gardens in school. 
 b. Ideas for school garden projects. 
c. Setting children a task during the excursion then having a representative 
from the garden come and see the result. 
 d. How to grow plants in Melbourne. (2) 
 e. How to care for plants. 
 f. Gould League of Victoria. 
g. Incursions can be better than excursions due to cost and time of travel. 
h. Gardens’ workers attending childcare centres to help establish 
herb/vegetable gardens and talk about and care, etc. 
i. Information on indigenous plants and their uses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RBG Program Survey Results: 
 
Survey Component Fair Good Very Good Agree 
 
Voice Projection 
 
6 
 
5 
 
14 
 
N/A 
 
Small Group Sizes 
 
N/A 
 
N/A 
 
N/A 
 
6 
 
Teacher feedback from the RBG administered program surveys on two components to 
enhance the quality of the excursion.  Twenty-four surveys in total were analysed.  
The voice projection data was ranked by the teachers on the survey on the scale 
provided.  The smaller group size suggestion was written as a response to an open-
ended question.  The question asked of the teachers was “How do you think the Royal 
Botanic Gardens’ education programs could be improved?”   Since this question was 
an open-ended question, and since six teachers felt it was important enough to write 
this same suggestion down, we included it in our analysis and interviewing.   
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Appendix I: Interview Transcripts for Teacher Interviews 
 
Interview Transcript – Ripponlea Primary – Teacher A 
 
 Teacher A teaches year 4 at Ripponlea Primary.  The school currently follows 
CSF learning standards but is slowly integrating VELS.  She is a new teacher and is 
learning her way around the area and the school.   
 She uses many hands-on learning styles activities in her classroom.  During 
our interview some of these displays around the classroom were observed during the 
interview.  The class was currently learning about all different types of cloth, and in a 
corner of the room there was a clothes line with at least ten samples of fabric hanging 
from it.  Each sample was labelled and was displayed so the students to be able to see, 
smell, and touch the so they could use their senses understand the different kinds of 
material.  Teacher A also uses other imaginative learning styles such as the use of 
thinking hats, or making the classroom into the environment that they are studying 
(which she did by creating a makeshift jungle). 
 When asked about teachers’ resource material, Teacher A had many 
suggestions.  She had created her own booklet to use with her students because after 
viewing the kit she found online produced by the Gardens online she realized that it 
did not fit in with the subject that her class was focussing on at the time (they were 
studying habitats during the time when her class attended the Gardens’).  The casual 
teacher that they had was Robin.  Some of her suggestions for teachers’ resource 
materials were: 
 
1) To send the materials to the teacher with their confirmation letter.  The way 
the teacher can use the material that is relevant to their classroom before the 
excursion.  You can send out only the information that is relevant to the 
program that they will be attending and refer them to the website for 
additional information. 
2) A map of the Gardens should be included.  The map should highlight where 
the toilets are, the best areas to get picked up and dropped off by the bus, 
where buses can park during the excursion. 
3) Fact Sheets would be a helpful part of the resource materials.  Some topics 
that could be covered on the fact sheets: the types of trees that are in the 
garden, what kinds of vegetables are grown in the Kitchen Garden, what the 
definition and purpose of compost is and what is compost, and the different 
areas of the garden. 
4) Suggest or provide activities before and after the excursion so the topics 
covered during the excursion can be prepared for in advance or reinforced 
once back in the classroom. 
5) Send digital photos for the teachers to use at their own discretion.  Teacher A 
used some photos Teacher A took at the Gardens during our excursion to 
make a follow-up activity for my students.  Each student received a worksheet 
with a photo on it and wrote a story about what they saw in the photo. 
6) A website for the students to visit before and after the excursion with pictures 
for them to view and activities for them to do. 
7) Better integration of the independent teacher’s material into the RBG 
programs by the casual teacher that leads their excursion. 
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Teacher A also commented that it was good for the students to walk away from 
the excursion with something that they can take home.  This allows the students to 
discuss and show their families so they can then discuss the excursion with their 
family.   
Her class takes about four excursions every year, one of them is the school trip.  
She gets ideas for places to go on excursion from the CSF topics that she covers with 
her students, word of mouth, as well as the internet.  Important facets of an excursion 
site for Teacher A are information that is similar to the topics that her class is 
covering, that it has hands-on activities for the students, and that the site offers good 
information.  The site must be able to adapt to the needs of the students, and be 
careful not to overwhelm students but also be able to present new information. 
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Interview Transcript – Richmond West Primary – Teacher B 
 
 Teacher B teaches years prep, 1, and 2 at Richmond West Primary.  The 
school follows CSF for their teaching standards.  She uses many hands-on teaching 
methods in her classroom.  Some examples of activities that she has conducted with 
her class are the planting of a new garden and then the documentation of the process 
of making the garden.  The class made a terrarium, and conducted an experiment on 
the dripping faucets in the school (calculating the amount of wasted water).  She feels 
it is very important for her students to ‘tune in’ to the excursion that they are going to 
take by doing pre-excursion activities.  Teacher B downloaded the ‘Introduction the 
Gardens’ resource materials but she did not use any of it.   Some of her suggestions 
for enhancing teacher resource materials were: 
 
1) Making direction sheets for certain activities such as making a terrarium. 
2) Give examples of plants that grow quickly. 
3) Interactive worksheets, the students have to cut apart some of the worksheet 
and place things in the order of how they happen. (e.g. how a seed grows into 
a plant). 
4) Integrate art by drawing what has changed in the plant. 
5) Add discussion questions for teachers to use with students. 
6) Make a list of the other areas of learning that are covered in each program and 
how they link to the topics. 
 
Teacher B told us that she takes her classes on excursion once per term for a total 
of four times per year.  The excursion site is always tied to the unit of work that 
they are doing in class at the time they take the excursion.  She also indicated that 
she uses excursions for different purposes; it can be an introduction to a new unit 
of work, a data collecting process for a current unit of work, or even the 
conclusion to a unit of work.  She learns about places to go on excursion from the 
information that the school receives from organisations, or the excursion 
coordinator.  She will often look up the excursion site online to ensure that is it a 
good fit for her class, she also often calls the excursion site to ask any questions 
that she might have.  She also recommended some books to us for further 
research. 
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Interview Transcripts – Epping Primary School – Teacher C 
 
 Teacher C teaches year 1 at the Epping Primary School.  The school uses the 
CSF frameworks.  Teacher C likes to use many hands-on and practical methods in her 
classroom with students.  She also believes that many different teaching styles need to 
be incorporated to maintain the interest and participation of students.  In order to do 
this, Teacher C uses methods such as: reader’s theatre, brainstorming, voting, group 
work, and leadership. 
 Before going on an excursion, Teacher C would like to have prep information, 
such as practical applications of what they might see, to get the students in-touch with 
the site they will visit.  This way, both she and the students know what to expect.  
Also before coming to the Gardens, she would have the children plant flowers and 
start collecting items.  During the excursion, she takes pictures of what the students 
are doing.  Some of the themes she talked about with her students before the 
excursion included: life cycles, seasons, plants (how they grow and their stages), 
survival, and food.  This was Teacher C’s first time participating in the Children’s 
Garden tour.  She found the program very effective and engaging for her students. 
 Teacher C generally uses the resource materials given to her prior to her 
excursions.  However, if activities are provided to do after the excursion, she will use 
these suggestions as well.  But she mostly uses materials to prepare her students 
before the excursion.  One suggestion Teacher C had allows her students to be more 
prepared before an excursion is to have level appropriate material. 
 Usually Teacher C takes her class on two excursions a year, one in late spring 
and another in the early fall.  An example of an excursion besides the Royal Botanic 
Gardens is the Melbourne Zoo.  Teacher C generally tries to incorporate an excursion 
into the current theme that the students are working on.  In order to find excursion 
sites, she uses the education office and the internet. 
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Interview Transcript – Westgarth Primary School – Teacher D 
 
 Teacher D teaches year 1 at Westgarth Primary School.  The school is 
currently using the CSF frameworks, but in the process of converting over to VELS.  
Teacher D prefers to use hands-on learning in the classroom and encourages the 
students to move around. 
 Her class participated in the Introduction of the Gardens program, and touring 
the Children’s Gardens.  She received both the Introduction to the Gardens Kit, as 
well as the newly written Children’s Garden material.  However, Teacher D prefers to 
use resource materials from excursion sites after the excursion.  Before coming on an 
excursion, Teacher D would like to see the following aspects: 
1) A list of what they will see 
2) A list of the plant names 
3) History on those plants 
4) Vocabulary of the common words (prickly, soft, hard, herb, leaf, stem, 
etc.) 
Teacher D said that some of themes the Royal Botanic Gardens should incorporate 
into an excursion would be food, gardens, and parks.  Teacher D also had many 
examples of other information and activities that would be helpful both before and 
after an excursion.  The first four suggestions apply to activities to do before an 
excursion, and the last three after: 
1) Looking at leave shapes 
2) Shapes and feelings 
3) What to look for 
4) Simple things 
5) Growing edible plants 
6) Information on when things grow 
7) Starting a garden 
Teacher D usually takes her class on an excursion four times a year, generally one per 
term.  She gets ideas for places to go on an excursion from both the use of the internet 
as well as their school’s word of the month.  She also tries to incorporate the program 
so it fits in with the unit the class is working on with the CSF frameworks. 
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Interview Transcript – Malvern Primary School – Teacher E 
 
 Teacher E teaches level 4 at the Malvern Primary School.  This school is 
currently using the CSF frameworks, but is transitioning over to VELS.  On her visit 
to the Royal Botanic Gardens, she brought 67 primary school students with her. 
 In the classroom, Teacher E finds that a few different methods are useful when 
teaching children.  She does research for her lectures.  She has the students participate 
in role play and interviews.  She also promotes problem solving; an example was how 
students would survive in a forest.  This is to help prepare the students about topics 
using active thinking. 
 Before going on an excursion, Teacher E finds text books and internet 
research helpful to inform her students.  Useful vocabulary is also helpful for the 
students to become familiar with before the excursion.  Teacher E finds that hands-on 
experiences are helpful to get the students in-touch with the excursion.  An example 
that Teacher E used with her students was role playing where the student would act 
out if he/she was by him/herself in the rainforest, because they were coming on the 
rainforest program.  The student would act out aspects such as the temperature, the 
food he brought and how he would eat it and other things he would bring.   
 After an excursion, she feels using role play again would help the students, as 
well as a hands-on project to incorporate science and math.  Teacher E’s example of 
this was planting bean seeds in different lighting and charting the growth.   
 Teacher E did not find the current resource materials, such as the pedagogies 
and notes, helpful.  Some examples of topics that would be helpful to receive to use 
both before and after an excursion are the following: 
1) Before: Types of forests 
2) Before: Where to find the forests 
3) Before: Graphics 
4) Before: Studies in the environment 
5) After: Creative writing – Saving the rainforest campaign 
6) Hands-on activities/projects 
7) Adaptable projects 
Usually Teacher E takes her class on an excursion once per term.  To find interesting 
places to go on an excursion, she uses the internet, and suggestions from co-workers.  
If she hears about a site via word-of-mouth, she will follow-up with that suggestion 
by looking at the organisations website. 
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Interview Transcript – Powlett Reserve Children – Teacher F 
 
 Teacher F works with children from the ages of 3 to 5.  The establishment she 
is employed at functions more as a day care centre than a school.  She is free to 
develop her own curriculum for the children she instructs; she does not follow any of 
the curriculum standards such as the CSF or VELS. 
 Teacher F works with children that are quite young.  She employs many hands 
on learning techniques because of the young age of the children she works with.  The 
children are encouraged to touch and try new things, rather than sit still and learn in a 
more traditional classroom setting.  Play-based learning is emphasized; the children 
have group time on average of three times a day for approximately fifteen minutes 
each session.  During this time the children play games, sing songs, and listen to 
stories.  Another technique that Teacher F uses is role modelling.  She uses this to 
show her students by giving them an example to follow (e.g. when using clay to 
sculpt, she describes that actions she is doing, “I’m taking my clay and I’m going to 
sculpt a dog, now I’m going to make one of the dog’s legs . . . . .).  This eliminates the 
need for strict instruction of the students and allows them to learn by watching instead 
of strictly being told what actions they can and cannot do.   
 The group of students goes on excursion quite frequently, on average of four 
times per month.  Many of these excursions just to a nearby park for lunch and a bit of 
play time.  They make bigger excursions to places like the library, the museum, and 
the Royal Botanic Gardens on average of once or twice per site per year (depending 
on the maturity and age level of the children that will be attending the excursion).   
 Teacher F provided us with many tips concerning activities and actions that 
would be helpful in preparing for an excursion. 
 
1) Information for the parents of the children – This will allow the parents to talk to 
their children about the upcoming excursion to jump start the child’s imagination and 
build the level of excitement for the child. 
 
2) Lead-up activities – Activities that are conducted before the excursion help prepare 
the children for the excursion.  This includes the making of name tags/badges for the 
children to be worn while on the excursion. 
 
3) Follow-up Activities – Activities after an excursion reinforce the material that was 
learned during the excursion as well as giving the children a chance to reflect on what 
they learned during the excursion.   
 
Teacher F used some of the natural materials that she received during the 
excursion to arrange patterns with the children.  They also planted plants and were 
going to chart the growth of the plant.  They also used the songs provided in the 
resource material. (They would have used the songs before the excursion material, but 
they did not receive it until after the excursion).  The causal teacher that guided them 
through the Children’s Garden was Rebecca.  Teacher F rated the overall experience 
as a four out of five.  The only aspect of the excursion that would have rated the 
excursion as a five out of five would have been if Teacher F had brought a more 
mature group, she didn’t think that the younger children (approximately age three) 
were ready for the program yet, but if she had brought a more mature group she feels 
they would have had an even more positive experience.   
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 When we directly discussed the resource materials with Teacher F she said 
that she would be more likely to use the resource material after the excursion.  But she 
declared that she would have read the material before the excursion if she received it 
before the excursion.  She also would have liked to have access to the songs and the 
plays that were in the resource material before the excursion. 
 They take on average of 15 excursions per year.  The excursions are spread 
throughout the year, but there tend to be more excursions in the Spring.  Teacher F 
uses the internet as well as looking at advertisements to decide on an excursion 
location.  A large factor in deciding what location to take an excursion to is dependent 
on not only the interests of the children but on what they are learning. 
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Interview Transcript – Armandale Primary School – Teacher G 
 
 Teacher G is the Holiday Program Director for Armandale Primary School.  
Teacher G brought a group of students from the ages of 5 - 12 to the Children’s 
Garden during the last school holiday (in January).  Teacher G did not use any of the 
resource materials because the excursion was not linked to a classroom unit of 
learning.  Teacher G did have several suggestions for the educational department at 
RBG: 
1) The whole of the Botanic Gardens should be incorporated into the program, 
even if it was just a quick walk around one of the main paths in the garden. 
2) Give the teacher or adults an itinerary of the activities that they will be doing 
while at the Gardens, this will give them a plan for the day as well as enable 
them to give the students a little bit of information about what they will be 
doing while they are on excursion.  
3) Some background on the garden should be given, such as the mission 
statement or a brief history of the garden. 
4) The Children’s Garden should advertise much more, and also look into 
expanding into having a holiday program(s). 
Teacher G gets ideas for excursion by thinking back to when he was a kid and 
what he did that was fun.  Teacher G also uses the internet as a resource in finding 
excursion sites as well as by word of mouth and some umbrella networks. 
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Interview Transcript – Mt. Evelyn Primary – Teacher H 
 
 Teacher H is an art teacher at Mt. Evelyn Primary.  She teaches years 
preparatory through six; and the school is currently using CSF2 and is integrating 
VELS.  She uses hands on learning with her students.  This is the first excursion she 
has brought a class on this year.   
 
 Some activities she listed to be done before an excursion were: 
1) Interactive Ideas – finding plants around the school yard 
2) Information on the native Australian plants 
 
Some of her ideas for after an excursion: 
1) Using digital photos for art, collages, slide shows 
 
When she was asked what aids or activities she would find helpful to use with 
her students before or after an excursion she responded: 
1) What the excursion involves 
2) What activities the students will do; kids ask questions 
 
Her class attended the Introduction to the Gardens.  She stated that she would 
use the kit to explain to the student what happened during the excursion.  Teacher H 
received an Intro kit.  She didn’t use the pedagogies, but she may use the remaining 
parts of the kit after the excursion.  The main points she stressed that should be 
included in the resource material are what is going to happen and what the children 
will be doing.  Some of the activities that she plans to use with her class are: 
1) Use the natural material that the children collected to make nature exhibits 
once they are back school. 
2) Use the photos that she took during her excursion at the Gardens to help 
teach her 5th and 6th year classes about photography. 
 
Her class goes on excursion from about two to three times per year.  The 
weather usually does not cooperate at least once during any one of the four excursions 
that are planned for each year.  Therefore at least one of the excursions is transformed 
into an incursion.  Teacher H gets ideas for places to go on excursion to from the Arts 
Education Victoria Association.  She mainly uses the internet to select the places for 
excursion but word of mouth is also important in her decision making because she is 
still a new teacher. 
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Interview Teacher – Iramoo Kindergarten – Teacher I 
     
 Teacher I is a kindergarten teacher at Iramoo Kindergarten.  She has been 
teaching kindergarten for a number of years now and is very passionate about what 
she does.  She teaches kindergarteners who on average are between four and five 
years of age.  Since there are no specific frameworks for teaching kindergarten in 
Victoria, Teacher I does not follow any certain frameworks when she teaches.   
 Her teaching style is very sensory based in style.  She tried to get the students 
to learn though use of the senses.  She stated in the interview that “students this young 
haven’t really begun to think of learning though use of ‘whys’ but more though use of 
their senses.’  She continued to say that when teaching primary children, the ideas 
need to be focused around what the students could see and how they can make the 
connections between senses.  Currently in her class she is teaching about how things 
grow, and therefore came to the Children’s Garden for an excursion. 
 She stressed a few points that the Gardens might want to consider helping 
teachers with before their visit.  The suggestions are listed below.   
1. Provide a brief history of the Garden, as well as the Botanic Gardens, and 
how the Children’s Garden came about. 
2. She suggests teachers to visit the Gardens to get a sense of what to expect.  
But the botanic gardens should provide pictures of the Children’s Garden 
online with an explanation of what the students are going to see on a 
particular excursion. 
3. She also suggested many of marketing ideas.  She said that if the Botanic 
Gardens had sent her information on the Gardens before, she would have 
come sooner.  She stressed that kindergarten and primary teachers are not 
always informed of places they can bring their class, and that the 
Children’s Garden is an amazing garden and needs to be made known to 
Victorian primary teachers. 
4. Provide on the website, pictures of what the students will see, so the 
teacher can bring them up on the screen and talk about it. 
 
Teacher I also suggested that when deciding where to go, she was worried 
about the staffing of each place.  She suggested letting teachers know that the staff 
here are all qualified teachers who can model an excursion around a curriculum that 
they are using.  That would be a huge selling point.  
Suggestion: 
1) Market in the packets and on the website that the Royal Botanic Gardens 
staff members are well qualified teachers who can work with your ideas. 
 
After the excursion, she plans to incorporate what the children learned.  They 
are building their own garden and are going to use the ideas they received at the 
Gardens in making that garden.  She made the following suggestions for materials to 
provide after the excursion: 
1) Provide teachers with a list of plants viewed so they can recreate part of 
the Gardens if they wish. 
2) Provide teachers with ways they can grow potted plants in their classrooms 
with the students and ideas to incorporate that into the classroom.  For 
example, how a bulb grows in sun as opposed to shade and a tracking 
sheet. 
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3) Leaf collection ideas.  The students will collect lots of leaves on their trip, 
and the kits should provide ideas of what to do with this material.  Maybe 
tell the teachers to have the students keep the leaves and then go find 
similar ones on the trees in their school.  Or make a collage of the leaves 
and sort them according to colour, texture, etc. 
4) Provide pictures on the website of places the students visited during the 
excursion.  This will allow the teacher to bring up the picture, and start a 
discussion about what the kids have seen.  Maybe even recreate what they 
saw in their own school garden and use the picture for reference.   
 
Teacher I takes four excursions per year, one per term.  Sometimes though, it 
goes down to three or two due to the parent’s willingness to pay. 
Most of the materials she uses to find out about excursions are online.  She 
does online research on the places then decides where to go.  The ability of the 
staff to work well with primary students is a selling point.   
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Interview Transcript – Toorak College – Teacher J 
 
 Teacher J is a grade five teacher at Toorak College.  She uses CSF level four 
as the teaching standards in her classroom.  She has been on excursion to the Royal 
Botanic Gardens many times before.  She has not received any resource material from 
RBG since the first time she came to the Gardens on excursion.   
 She did not prepare her class before their excursion to the Botanic Gardens.  
But she did plan to do some activities with her class after the excursion.  She planned 
to do activities such as using pictures taken during their excursion and having her 
students write a report.  The use of activities all depended on how she was planning to 
use a particular excursion.  This excursion was a middle phase of a section for her 
class.  The unit they were studying was on Aboriginal culture.  The unit began with 
the origin of Aboriginal culture, the phase they were conducting was how the culture 
progressed, and the unit would finish with where the Aboriginal people are today. 
 She placed great value with hands-on activities in her classroom.  Once 
returned from the excursion her class would sort and label many different plant seeds 
to create a display.  They would also display the paintings that they created during 
their excursion.   
 She informed us that resource material would be something that she would use 
primarily for her own knowledge before an excursion and then use it with her class 
after an excursion.   
 Her class typically goes on two to three excursions per year.  She usually used 
them as a follow-up to a unit of work that they had done in class.  The primary place 
she gets ideas for excursions is from other teachers.  She also uses the internet 
occasionally to find out more about an excursion location.  Her highest praise for the 
RBG was that the ‘touch-feel-do’ approach to learning was very good. 
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Summary of Teacher Interview Findings: 
 
What teachers want to see with the RBG programs, resource materials, and 
website: 
 
Suggestions: 
Map of the Gardens including pick-up and drop-off points [Include with 
Confirmation] 
 
Recommendations in RBG Kits: 
List of additional subjects the excursion covers in the frameworks (VELS) 
Relevance to other RBG programs 
Age appropriate 
Include more songs 
Include more hands-on activities 
Practical information, such as the activities, about the excursion 
Pictures/photographs for before the excursion (website) 
Hands-on activities and projects before and after an excursion 
 - Ideas for what to do  
- Plants to grow, study, and eat after the excursion 
Names and history of plants 
History of the Gardens 
Class project instructions 
 -What is it, why do we use it, how do we make one…etc…goes with hands on  
projects…integrated 
Topic sheets 
Vocabulary 
 
Suggestions for Advertisement: 
Promotion of Children’s Garden 
 -Online Promotion (on front page and on education page) 
 -Distribution to schools on the Children’s Garden  
 
Program Recommendations  
Age Appropriate Programs 
 -Tighten up age groups, be strict about age groups.  (3yr olds to young) 
Children’s Garden should include a walk into the main Garden 
 -Not necessarily a tour but the older kids want to see what is there. 
Smaller Groups 
-We do not recommend larger groups.  Either have more teachers or have a 
limit as to how many students can come. 
Having students run around between parts of the tour 
-Release of energy so they don’t get bored/hyper and going off on their own 
and not listening to the instructor 
RBG provides teachers with a digital camera to use during the excursion 
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Appendix J: Interview Transcripts for Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff 
 
Interview Transcript – Christine Joy – RBG Staff 
 
 Christine Joy is one of the two full time teachers that RBG employs.  She was 
one of the primary researchers for the development of the Children’s Garden.  She 
also trains the casual teaching staff in the use and application of the pedagogies that 
RBG follows.  She primarily leads the school groups of primary school children, 
though she also leads some of the early childhood programs.  She stated that the 
wonders of the Children’s Garden make it easy for children to be free and imagine, 
and the more the children can imagine the easier her job becomes. 
 Christine told us the groups that arrive for excursion are well prepared for the 
practical aspects of the day.  They generally have all the items that they will need (e.g. 
hat, lunch, and sunscreen).  The level of information that the children have arrived 
with depends on how their teacher plans to use the excursion.  She prefers when the 
groups attend the Garden at the start of a learning unit.  In this situation the visiting 
children have very little previous knowledge about plants and they are free of any 
binding concepts that would limit their imagination.  Teachers can also use the 
excursion as the middle section (data collection), or as the conclusion of a curriculum 
area. 
 The engagement of teaches’ interest in the program is very important for the 
level of student’s interest.  The teacher is the natural leader of their students.  If the 
teacher does not take the initiative to become involved in the excursion, the students 
are less likely to be engaged in the program.  Christine estimates that about 20 percent 
of teachers are not interested in the program that they follow on excursion.  
Approximately 30 percent are neither disinterested nor enthusiastic about 
participating.  While about 50 percent of teachers are enthusiastic about participating 
in the program. 
 One of the improvements that Christine suggested for the programs is that the 
casual teaching staff members fully adopt the pedagogies she taught them about.  The 
Children’s Garden was designed to be a child-centred place for learning.  She would 
like to see the casual staff let go of their control of the programs that they lead and 
allow the children to direct where the program will go next.  She also wants to 
eliminate learning science as the primary reason for a school group to visit the garden. 
 Christine also made suggestions to improve the programs for the students.  
She feels that it would benefit students if the excursion to the Gardens was integrated 
into their curriculum.  The visit may help children learn more if it is extended to all of 
the work that they do.  She feels that if teachers adopted the pedagogies that the Royal 
Botanic Gardens follows, it would benefit the students.  She feels that children learn 
more when they are allowed to use their senses when they learn, this could be 
accomplished by incorporating outside playtime into lessons and giving children more 
freedom in what they learn.  By letting the child direct their own learning though their 
own curiosity, the student gets more out of the learning experience. 
 We also asked Christine her opinion on our findings.  She feels very grateful 
that we are here to do this research because with all the demands on the Education 
Department no one would have had time to do this work.  She approved of the 
recommendation of listing the activities that would be a part of each excursion.  This 
would give the teacher bringing their class a basic idea of the excursion and better 
allow them to prepare their students.  She also approved of posting pictures of the 
Children’s Garden online so teachers could access them after the excursion to help the 
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students recall the events of the excursion better.  Education Services has a digital 
camera on site for teachers to use during their excursion, but it requires a disk.  The 
visiting teachers are unaware of the opportunity of using the camera so they do not 
bring a disk with them.  
Christine does not like the idea of providing worksheets to teachers for their 
students to use, she feels that worksheets are busy work and they do not encourage 
active learning.  However, she feels that worksheets are a consequence of a larger 
problem.  Teachers are often overworked and have classes that are too large.  While 
worksheets can be beneficial in some cases, she feels the current reasons that teachers 
use worksheets are not the right one.  She suggested that our finding of providing 
more plant information would be best used online, that way they don’t send out to 
much paper and the teachers that want to find the information will have easy access to 
it.  She also liked our suggestion for fact sheets on concepts.  She suggested we look 
at the Immigration Museum because they have some good examples of fact sheets.  
The Royal Botanic Gardens is also in the process of creating fact sheets (subjects so 
far: the plants of the Children’s Garden, and another for parents to help get their 
children engaged in learning). 
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Interview Transcript – Peter Kelly – RBG Staff 
 
 Peter is one of the two full time teachers employed at the Royal Botanic 
Gardens.  He leads groups of all ages around the Gardens from primary to tertiary 
students.  He feels that since he leads a broad spectrum of age groups it is important 
for him to focus on each group that he leads.  Peter typically takes some time before 
he meets a group to focus his mind of the age group he will be dealing with since it is 
important to the children that the excursion takes place on a level that they can 
understand.  Peter has also trained other casual teachers to “start where the kids are 
at.”  It would do no good to spit out large technical terms at primary age students 
because they would be unable to learn much from hearing terms that they may not 
understand. 
 Peter informed us that the students that visit the Gardens are well prepared for 
their excursion.  The primary students are always excited about going on an 
excursion.  When the excursion is used as a tuning –in experience the children tend to 
be very excited.  Peter told us that this gives children a chance to learn that, “plants 
aren’t boring after all.”  The secondary students learn more about the different types 
of plants.  They have already learned about botany from textbooks, but an excursion 
gives them a chance to see living examples of the plants.  Tertiary groups learn about 
the different families of plants. 
For primary students it is very important to make them excited and to spark 
their interest.  If they are not excited they will not retain as much of the information 
that they are presented with while they are on excursion.  When dealing with primary 
students the knowledge part of learning does not come first.  The imagination not the 
child must be engaged first, the child must be excited, and the child must be allowed 
(and encouraged) to ask questions.  It is important to give the students the information 
that they want, but it is even more important to take the learning beyond what they 
expected. 
The amount that each teacher is prepared varies.  Generally, the primary 
teacher that made the booking for the excursion at the Royal Botanic Gardens is 
prepared but other primary teachers that attend one of the programs but did not book 
the excursion themselves tend to be less prepared.  Peter told us that only the teacher 
who books the excursion gets the teachers’ resource materials and it is their job to 
pass that on to the other teachers.  The level of involvement of the teachers also 
makes a difference in the quality of the excursion for the students.  If the teacher does 
not display interest in the program the students show less interest in the program.  
Peter would like teachers to be more adventurous during the excursion; teachers 
should engage themselves in the excursion too. 
Peter told us that he tries to encourage teachers to use teacher resource 
materials.  He stressed that the Gardens is for the experience and the resource material 
is for before and after the excursion.  He suggested that we talk to Jane to get a better 
idea about the practical information that is distributed because it is possible that the 
Gardens provide the information and the teachers just may not look for it.  He admits 
it is important to provide teachers with the resource materials that they want, but he 
wants to avoid spoon-feeding teachers the information.  He prefers to give the 
teachers outside sources to go for worksheets on their own.  Peter referrers to them to 
the Gould League as one of the sources of teacher resource materials that he 
recommends.  He likes that the pedagogies are included in the kits because it gives the 
teachers the opportunity to read the pedagogies. 
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He agreed that additional vocabulary would be a good idea but that many 
teachers can look to vocabulary lists that CSF’s provide to search for the terms that 
would be the most useful to their students.  The vocabulary may allow the children’s 
knowledge to expand both before and after the excursion.  As for lists of plants that 
would be good to grow at school, Peter suggested that teachers’ weren’t looking hard 
enough for the information.  It would be possible for the Gardens to post links to ideas 
from other organisations online for the teachers to use.  He also approved of the 
posting of pictures of the Gardens on the website.  This would be a valuable asset for 
teachers, but he would like this only to be used after an excursion.  Peter also 
mentioned that pictures of this nature did exist and were on the website for a period of 
time, but the pictures have disappeared. 
When we told Peter that we had received comments from teachers about 
reducing the class size, he told us that they staff will not divide a class that arrives at 
the Gardens for an excursion.  They lead the classes around the Gardens in the 
numbers that they arrive in.  It would not be feasible to divide the groups because of 
the greatly increased cost of having multiple groups per class.  Peter did indicate that 
a group of 25 was the highest he would prefer to deal with. 
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Interview Transcript – Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff Member – Bronwyn 
 
 Bronwyn was the first casual teacher to be employed by the Royal Botanic 
Gardens part-time.  She teaches any grade level of students from Preparatory through 
Tertiary.   
She agrees that hands-on learning is an effective method in teaching children 
and why the programs here are unique.  Bronwyn finds the students are always very 
enthusiastic for the excursion.  Prior to the excursion, she has no expectations of what 
the students might already know.  So, at the beginning of her programs, she usually 
asks the students various questions about plants and nature to get an understanding of 
what and how much the students know.  This helps her determine what type of 
information she will tell the students during the excursion.  She finds that if the 
students do not know much about the parts of the Gardens and arrive with no 
expectations, then she can capture the students imagine in a number of different ways 
based on what she does during the excursion. 
During the excursions Bronwyn likes for teachers to also participate with the 
students in the activities.  She gives the teachers an invitation to participate in the 
program, and hopes they will help the students become engaged in the program.  
However, she tends to ‘go with the flow’ in this situation because some teachers let 
the staff member take control.  With the younger students, having the teachers and 
even the parents participate helps students learn. 
The programs, she described, are meant for the students to touch, look, and do 
activities around the Gardens, especially things that these students may not have seen 
before.  Bronwyn usually collects loose materials from the plants for teachers to bring 
back to their classes to create a nature table or use in other activities.  She also 
encourages the students to collect ‘treasures’ along the way.  This forms a link 
between their school and the Royal Botanic Gardens. 
When asked about her opinion of putting pictures of the garden on their 
website she was concerned that the students will see them before their excursion and 
have expectations that may not be met.  She suggested that the teachers continue to 
bring their own cameras to the excursion and take pictures during the program.  Not 
only will they have the pictures of what they saw, but the students will be in those 
pictures as well, which would be beneficial for activities involving the pictures.  To 
promote this, Bronwyn makes an effort to stop at specific, interesting spots for the 
teacher to take photographs. 
Regarding some of the aspects of the teachers’ kits, she feels that effort can be 
put into creating more resource materials.  She is willing to give them suggestions of 
things to do, such as hands-on activities, but like the rest of the staff, feels strongly 
about not providing worksheets.  Bronwyn also added that the staff cannot provide 
everything for the teachers; the teachers need to also do their own research to fit the 
excursion into their curriculum.
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Interview Transcript – Royal Botanic Gardens’ Staff Member – Rebecca 
 
 Rebecca is one of the newer casual teachers employed by the Royal Botanic 
Gardens.  She teaches the younger students from early childhood through primary 
school.  Since Rebecca teaches the young students, she doesn’t expect them to have 
much knowledge of plants or the environment.  She says that this is better because the 
children live ‘in the moment’ and focus on what is happening around them rather than 
trying to learn; she builds on what is happening.  And because there are many 
different programs, even if they come the next year, the students can have a different 
view point than their last visit. 
 With the younger students, Rebecca finds that while some students may be 
excited for the excursion and engaged in the activities, others are not tuned into nature 
because they haven’t had the opportunity to explore outside.  She explained that some 
children are involved in to many indoor activities at school and at home and do not 
find being outdoors interesting.  When the teacher is involved in the excursion, these 
students may be more inclined to participate.   
 Rebecca also finds that what she does during the excursion depends on the 
types of students.  For example, she led one group to the weeping pine tree to play for 
approximately fifteen to twenty minutes.  The group was very engaged with play in 
and around the tree, while another group she had didn’t want to settle down around 
the tree.   
 She also encourages the students to collect loose materials around the 
Gardens.  She also makes them aware that they can also do this type of activity at 
school or home, not just at the Gardens.  However, there is a magic of being here that 
intrigues the students. 
 In regards to whether pictures of the Gardens should be available on the 
website, Rebecca commented that it is not important for the students know the areas 
of the Gardens before their excursion.  In fact, like the rest of the staff, she does not 
want the students to know the parts of the Garden beforehand so they do not have 
expectations.  Rebecca is worried that the students would be disappointed with the 
excursion if they knew and saw the Gardens before their arrival.  Rebecca said that 
because groups of students are different, the staff members have to be flexible with 
where they go during the excursion.  
After being asked about cameras, Rebecca said that most teachers she has seen 
bring their own cameras along on the excursion.  With regards to worksheets, she 
does not believe worksheets should be given to the teachers because it takes away 
from the Garden experience.  Perhaps a link on the website might be feasible if 
teachers really want worksheets.   
One final comment that Rebecca had was for primary schools to look to the 
pre-schools.  With the early childhood students, the teachers bring the children outside 
to play.  She feels that the primary schools should look to the pre-schools rather than 
to textbook methods of teaching in secondary schools, the primary students would 
benefit overall in their learning experiences.  
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List of Findings from Interviews with Staff
 
• They are comfortable with the students knowing nothing about the Gardens 
before arriving for their excursion.  When the students have no expectations 
for the excursion, they are more enthusiastic and have an open mind about the 
excursion. 
• The staff members try to give some freedom to the students and not dominate 
the excursion. 
• It would not be feasible to divide a class into smaller groups because it would 
greatly increase the cost to the Gardens. 
• Though worksheets are a popular way for teachers to instruct students, the 
staff at the Royal Botanic Gardens would like to avoid worksheets because 
worksheets do not encourage an active learning experience.  However, the 
staff may be willing to add links to their website that would take the teacher to 
worksheets. 
• The engagement of the teacher in the program is very important for the level 
of engagement of the students. 
• The research we have conducted will be very helpful but may not be able to be 
implemented soon, due to the time constraints of the current staff. 
• They want teachers to incorporate the excursion into many areas of the 
curriculum and use hands-on activities to remember the excursion. 
• Adding pictures of the Children’s Garden and other aspects of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens that are seen during the excursion would be a good idea for 
teacher provided that the pictures were only used after the excursion.   
• There is a digital camera available at the Gardens for teachers to use.  But the 
camera is not advertised so most teachers do not have the disk that is required 
to use the camera while at the Garden.  The staff members suggested that 
teachers simply bring their own cameras on the excursion. 
• The pedagogies are important and teachers should have the opportunity to read 
them. 
• Class project instructions, topic sheets, history or the Gardens, names of 
plants, vocabulary, and additional hands-on activities are all feasible for the 
staff to do. 
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Appendix K: Overview of Other Gardens Resource Materials 
 
 Each of the botanical gardens that were researched provides resource material.  
The breadth, depth, and type of the resource material vary by each individual 
botanical garden.  This appendix will detail the resource material provided by the 
botanic gardens that were researched.   
 
The New York Botanical Garden: 
 The New York Botanical Garden made a guide was given to teachers to 
accompany the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden.  This guide contains an 
introduction to the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden, which provides the teacher 
with a basic outline of what the students will encounter while they are visiting and the 
main topics that they will cover.  The guide also includes suggestions for activities to 
conduct before the excursion, such as leaving books on plants in the classroom so the 
students have access to them (A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s Garden, 
2004, pgs. 2-3).   
 The bulk of the guide was made to contain information on the topics that an 
excursion would address.  The informative sections of the guide address a topic such 
as the parts of plants, the reason for flowers, the requirements for plant growth, the 
role of botanists, and the scientific method.  Each of the informative sections of the 
guide follows the same basic format: 
• Learning Objectives  
― A summary of the information that will be covered in the 
section 
• National Science Education Standards 
― A list of the ideas that will be covered in the section 
• Background Information 
― Includes basic definitions of common terms of the section as 
well as information detailing the structure, function, or purpose 
of the defined terms. 
• Pre-Visit Activities 
― Suggestions of student activities to be conducted before the 
excursion 
• Inquiry Activities at the Garden 
― Suggestions of activities for the students during the excursion 
• Suggested Galleries 
― Suggestions of the areas of the garden for the students to visit 
• Post-Visit Activities 
― Suggestions of student activities to be conducted after the 
excursion 
• Resources 
― A list of the sources that the writers of the guide used to create 
the section of the guide 
The guide to the Everett Children’s Garden provides teachers with a basic 
understanding of the topics that will be covered on the excursion that their class will 
attend.  The resource also provides a basic vocabulary for the teachers, as well as 
ideas for activities to conduct in the classroom (A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett 
Children’s Garden, 2004, pgs. 4-24). 
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The New York Botanical Garden also offers student and teachers resource 
materials for three of their individual programs.  A guide for teachers, as well as 
student activity sheets, has been produced for the “Colour Me Autumn” program, the 
“Into the Woods” program, and the “Flower Mystery” program.  Each of the three 
teacher’s guides follows the same format: 
• Before Your Visit 
― Basic information about the excursion including areas that the 
excursion will visit as well as reminders for students to dress 
appropriately. 
• At the Garden 
― Instructions on how to conduct the excursion including 
examples of what students should be observing. 
• Other Activities 
― Suggestions for activities that are related to the excursion. 
• Excursion Specific Information 
― Facts specific to a particular excursion (eg. Information on the 
reasons leaves change colour for “Colour Me Autumn”). 
• Teacher Resources 
― A listing of books and curriculum resources that are 
recommended for the teachers to use. 
Each of the teacher’s guides also contains a page of information regarding the 
general information about the garden.  Some of the information included in this page 
is a map of the garden, admission policies, and guidelines for behaviour. 
The student resource materials consist of activity sheets for the students to 
complete.  Each of the packs has a map of the garden, where the students are 
instructed to mark the trails that they followed in the garden on the map.  The 
remaining portion of each student pack contains worksheets that are specific to the 
excursion they are taking.  All of the worksheets are designed to encourage the 
students to make and record their observations while on the excursion.  The “Colour 
Me Autumn” program and the “Flower Mystery” program combine a role playing 
element into the excursion.  The “Colour Me Autumn” program is structured so that 
the student takes notes and sketches for a magazine article, while during the “Flower 
Mystery” program the students write a report for the New York Botanical Gardens. 
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The Missouri Botanical Gardens: 
The Missouri Botanical Garden’s EarthWays Center created many packs of 
teacher resource material for specific age groups.  One of the unique elements of the 
In The Air resource materials is the module matrix.  The module matrix is a chart that 
lists the activities provided in all of the books of resource material, the areas of the 
curriculum that are related to the activity, and a description of the activity.  Each book 
of teacher resource materials contains similar basic components: 
• Background Information 
― Key terms, information on air pollution, laws on air pollution, 
lists of other sources to get more information.  
• Pre/Post Activities 
― Suggestions for student activities before and after the module: 
some of the activities include writing a song, drawing a picture, 
writing a poem or short story, and ways to help nurture the 
creative process. 
• Core Activity 
― Each of the books contains a core activity that is different for 
each age group.  Grades kindergarten through three are 
provided with a play to perform, grades three through six are 
given a story to be read aloud, grades six through eight are 
given a game that is accompanied by a pre and post game 
survey, and grade nine through twelve are given worksheets. 
• Connecting Activities 
― These activities are provided to help the students make solid 
connections between the material that they were presented with 
in the module and how it affects things in their real life. 
• Teacher’s Guide 
― Contains an overview of all the activities that can be used in 
association with the module, examples of how the module can 
be used to teach across the curriculum. 
The Missouri Botanical Garden also produces a guide for teachers about the 
programs that are offered on their site.  This guide contains general information about 
all of the programs that are offered for students and teachers, information on the 
teacher’s resource materials that they have available for purchase, and registration 
forms for the student programs and the professional development programs. 
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The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew 
 The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew offers teachers resource material both at no 
cost on their website and for purchase by mail order.  Numerous class project 
instructions and topic sheets are available to the public on the education portion of the 
website.  The introduction chapter of the resource material to the “WildLife Zone” 
program is available online as well.  The resource material for the “Habitats at Kew” 
program was also accessible online.  
 The topic sheets were available on many topics that would be covered at a 
botanical garden.  Some examples of topic sheets produced by Kew are the structure 
of plants, the structure of flowers, the definition of the rainforest, and the economy of 
the rainforest.  Each of the topic sheets have descriptive pictures of the topics that the 
sheet is discussing. 
 The introduction chapter of the “Wildlife Zone” program contained several 
ideas to be included in the briefing pack that would be sent to schools.  Some of the 
ideas listed were: 
• Information of the life cycles of plants and animals 
• Creative story writing 
• Songs about plants and animals 
• Drawings of plants and animals 
The “Habitats at Kew” program teacher’s resource material has practical information 
for the excursion, teacher’s notes, and many activity sheets for students to use while 
on their excursion.  One of the activities is making rubbings of the metal markers that 
are on the tops of the fence posts at Kew Gardens. 
 The unique feature of the resource material offered from Kew is the inter-
active website that has a portion for both adults and children based on the new 
children’s garden (Climbers and Creepers, 2005, pg.1).  The children’s portion of the 
webpage contains four main sections: Games, Colouring Pictures, Stories, and Buzzie 
and Her Friends. The adult portion of the webpage contains a map of the children’s 
garden, learning outcomes, website credits, and all of the links available to all parts of 
the children’s page. 
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Appendix L:  Maps and Practical Excursion Information 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New York Botanical Gardens. Color Me Autumn Guide for Teachers. [Online] 
Available: http://www.nybg.org/chil_edu/tcolor.pdf [17 March 2005]. 
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Appendix M:  Topic Sheet and Class Project Instructions 
 
 Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
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Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Education Resources. Information Sheets. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/ksheets/ [16 March 2005]. 
 
 
 
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew: Grown-Up Extra. Plant homes around the world. 
[Online] Available: http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/climbersandcreepers/pdfs/adult_ 
guide_planthomes.pdf [20 March 2005]. 
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The Melbourne Zoo produces class project instructions that are available online but 
are copyright protected.  Images of the class project instructions could not be included 
due to copyright protection.  The examples of class project instructions can be found 
by following the following link:  http://www.zoo.org.au/education/factsheets.htm 
 
The sheets we isolated for example was the class project instructions for creating a 
Growling Grass Frog Habitat.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Melbourne Zoo. Growling Grass Frog Habitat.  [Online] Available: 
http://www.zoo.org.au/education/factsheets/amp-growling_grass_habitat.pdf [9 April 
2005]. 
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Appendix N:  Example of Common Vocabulary and Definitions 
 
The vocabulary and definitions in this appendix were taken from the New York 
Botanical Gardens ‘A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden 
Making Informal Learning Fun’ and reorganized to show more examples of clearly 
defined terms without having to include other information that was presented in the 
guide.  The New York Botanical Garden went beyond providing the basic definition 
of many terms and included descriptions of the function and purpose of the term that 
was previously defined. 
 
Most plants have a similar structure: They are composed of roots, stems, leaves, and 
flowers. Each part serves a critical function for the plant: 
 
• Roots absorb and store water and minerals, and anchor the plant in place. 
• Stems move water and minerals up from the roots, and sugars (plant food) down 
from the leaves. Stems also support the plant above ground, and, like roots, can store 
water and food. 
• Leaves a re the plant’s food factories, where light is combined with water and 
carbon dioxide to make sugar. 
• Flowers help make new plants by producing pollen to fertilize other flowers. 
Flowers grow into seeds, which are contained inside a fruit. The seeds can grow into 
new plants. 
 
Not all plants have all these parts, and sometimes the parts grow in unusual ways. But 
despite differences in appearance, the same parts on different plants always serve the 
same functions, described above. 
 
• Roots can grow in many shapes and sizes. They can grow as a thick underground 
taproot; as a network of fine hair-like fibers, above ground or floating on the water; 
and even in the air, hanging down from a tree or clinging to a wall or tree trunk. 
• Stems can be tall or short, stiff and woody with thick bark, or soft and flexible. 
Some stems, such as those of the iris, grow underground, while others, like clover, 
grow along the ground. 
• Leaves can be pointed like a pine needle, star-shaped like the sweet gum, or round 
like a lily pad. In texture they range from fuzzy to silky smooth. Leaf size can vary 
from bigger than a building to the tiny floating duckweed. Leaves come in a rainbow 
of colors: pink coleus; purple palm fronds; yellow-striped snake plants; and the green 
leaves of oaks, maples, and sweet gum that turn golden yellow and fiery red in the 
fall. 
• Flowers that are colorful and fragrant, like roses, are quite different from the small, 
odorless flowers that go unnoticed on grasses and trees. Some flowers bloom in 
clusters called an inflorescence. Some, such as foxglove, look like many flowers, 
while others, such as daisies, look like a single flower. 
 
Plant differences are often a function of adaptations that help plants survive under 
certain conditions. 
• Roots that are deep help the plant access underground water; roots that are shallow 
absorb nutrients and moisture near the surface. 
• Stems that are stiff support a large, heavy crown, while thin stems bend rather than 
snap in high winds, or under foot. 
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• Leaves that are waxy hold in moisture. Leaves that are broad soak up lots of sun. 
Hairs provide shade and collect moisture from morning dew, and spines protect the 
plant from hungry predators. 
• Flowers that are big, showy, and fragrant attract animal pollinators; small, odorless 
flowers depend on wind to transport pollen.  
 
Flowers make pollen, attract pollinators, produce fruit, and make seeds. 
Despite differences in appearance, most flowers have a similar structure: 
• Sepals protect the bud and support the flower. 
• Petals attract pollinators and provide a platform to support them. 
• Stamens produce the pollen grains. 
• Pollen contains male sperm cells, which join with the eggs in the ovules to form 
seeds. 
• The pistil is where pollen is deposited on the stigma and enters the ovary. 
• The ovary contains the ovules and is where the seeds develop, and mature into fruit. 
• Ovules, containing female egg cells, mature into seeds when fertilized by male 
sperm cells. 
 
Pollination occurs when pollen lands on the sticky top of the pistil called the stigma. 
The pollen forms a pollen tube through the pistil to the ovary, where male sperm cells 
join with female egg cells inside the ovules in a process called fertilization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New York Botanical Gardens. A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s 
Adventure Garden Making Informal Learning Fun. [Online] Available: 
http://www.nybg.org/chil_edu/ECAG_TeachersGuide_web.pdf [16 March 2005]. 
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Appendix O:  Hands-On Activities for Before and After an Excursion 
 
The pre-visit and post-visit activities were extracted for the New York Botanical 
Gardens ‘A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s Adventure Garden Making 
Informal Learning Fun.’ 
 
Pre-Visit Activities 
• Read a book about the plant science topic that relates to your learning goals 
• Create a reading corner stocked with reading materials about plants. 
• Have students describe what they expect to see and learn during their visit. 
Make a KWL chart with three columns: What We Know, What We Want to 
Learn, What We Learned. Complete the last column after the trip. 
• Tell your students they will embark on an exciting exploration, just like plant 
scientists. 
• Have your students create nature journals in which they can make sketches 
and record observations. Decorate the covers with plant materials. This will be an 
invaluable resource during your trip. 
• Make spotting scopes from a paper towel tube or binoculars by taping two tubes 
together. Decorate and add yarn neck straps. 
• List the parts of a plant. 
•Draw a diagram of a plant, including all the parts, then label and describe the 
function of each. 
• Draw a flower from the imagination. Then, using a real flower as a model, make a 
second sketch, observing and recording its parts. How does this sketch differ from the 
one of the imaginary flower? 
• Two weeks before your trip, place a plant near the window and observe the leaves 
bending toward the light. 
• Experiment with other plants, exposing some to light and some to darkness. 
Ask students to hypothesize about what will happen. 
• Experiment with plants, comparing the outcome when one is watered and one is not. 
• Using hand lenses and fresh leaves, find the stomata, visible on the underside. 
• Explain that plants cannot move around and have no mouth to use in eating. Ask 
students to theorize how plants get the resources that they need to survive. 
• Explain the different work done by various kinds of plant scientists. Let students 
select one about which to write a story in the first person. 
• A good herbarium specimen should contain different parts of a plant, such as leaves, 
stem, flowers, roots, and if possible, fruit. Draw a herbarium specimen, and label its 
parts. 
• Make a herbarium specimen. Collect a plant and press it between sheets of paper. 
When dry, glue it to a clean piece of paper. Add a label that includes your name, the 
date and location of collection, and the common and scientific names of the plant. 
Field guides can help you identify the plant. 
• Pair up and describe or illustrate how the herbarium specimens differ from one 
another. 
• Draw a Venn diagram (two overlapping circles). Select two plants, and then list the 
differences in the non-overlapping areas and all similarities in the overlapping areas. 
• Discuss what children might expect to see and/or hear at a pond. 
• Discuss a food chain and web of life. Have students draw plants and animals they 
expect to see. Create a web of life by using string to connect organisms that depend 
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upon one another in some way. Discuss the implications of removing even a single 
species from this web. 
• Discuss the role of the animals and plants, and how they help each other. 
• Search for pictures of wetland species that might be seen on the trip. What part of 
the wetland should be searched to spot them? 
• Discuss recycling. Ask students what items they recycle at home and school, and 
why. 
• Research and discuss wetland species and their adaptations. 
• Using field guides, find out about common wetland birds such as the red-winged 
blackbird, black-capped chickadee, and mallard duck. 
• If available, play tapes of bird songs. 
 
 
Post-Visit Activities 
• Name and label the invented plant using words that describe how it looks, smells, or 
feels. 
• Write a story about the plant describing where it lives and how it survives. 
• Describe the plant to the class, using correct terminology for the parts. 
• Sort and display the plants by their different characteristics. Discuss how they are 
organized. 
• Create a unique plant by drawing a favorite leaf growing from a favorite stem, or 
any other combination. 
• Invent made-up plant parts to combine in new ways. Describe the function of each 
invented part. 
• Create a species name for the invented pollinator, reflecting its unique adaptations. 
• Write a story about what would happen to the plant if its pollinator went extinct. 
What parts of the plant’s life cycle would be interrupted? 
• Invent and draw a seed with a unique means of transportation. Describe its 
characteristics (hooks, barbs, wings, tassels,) to classmates; see if they can determine 
how it is transported. 
• Make a class diagram or model of the process of photosynthesis. List the 
ingredients, how they enter the plant, and the final product and byproducts. 
• Plant seeds and re c o rd their progress. Compare different growth rates and leaf 
shapes of different plants (such as radishes, corn, and beans). 
• Set up experiments comparing plant growth in varying light and water conditions. 
• Make models of xylem and phloem with straws. 
• Place celery in colored water to observe water moving through the xylem. 
Predict what will happen; then discuss the results. 
• Create a classroom herbarium. Collect local plants and note the location and 
conditions when collecting (or take a picture). 
• As a class, decide how to organize the plants (native versus exotic, broad leaf versus 
needle leaf, flowering versus non-flowering plant). 
• Invite other classes to visit the herbarium and have students act as Explainers. 
• Make and decorate ‘Discovery Boxes’ filled with real plant parts, pictures, 
drawings, or items made from plant parts. 
• Make a ‘Sorting Table’ by drawing circles on paper, arranged in a pyramid shape. 
Place leaves, fruits or nuts in the first circle, then divide according to a characteristic 
of your choosing (size, shape, colour). How many items can be sorted? How many 
ways can each be sorted? 
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• List the number of products or items made of plants in the classroom, school, or 
home. What can be concluded about humans’ dependence on plants? 
• Place a familiar object such as a banana in a box. Have students place their hands 
inside the box without looking to guess what’s inside. Discuss how they came to their 
conclusion. 
• Place a ball or a cylinder in a box and tape it shut. Ask students to examine the box 
without using their sense of sight. Based on their observations of sound and touch, 
students then draw the mystery item and explain how they came to their conclusions. 
• Create a mural depicting the pond. 
• Create murals for other seasons to show change. 
• Select a pond species and research how it survives seasonal changes. 
• Create a classroom web of life. Draw animals and plants seen at the pond. 
Link them with yarn. Discuss the role of the sun in the web. 
• Role-play each link in the web of life. 
• Categorize species by what they eat (consumer, pro d u c e r, decomposer) or 
taxonomically (bird, insect, amphibian, plant). 
• Make noises of the plants and animals heard. Assign one sound to each group of 
students and create a pond symphony. 
• Collect some pond or puddle water. Make a water scope using a cardboard tube or a 
cup with no bottom. Cover the top with plastic wrap secured with a rubber band. 
Place bottom in the water to observe organisms closely by viewing through top. 
• Make up questions about wetlands, provide answers, and then create flip-up signs 
like those seen at the garden. 
• Research other types of wetlands. Compare a swamp, marsh, and bog to the wetland 
visited at the garden. 
• Describe the location of the plants in relation to the edges of the wetland. 
Discuss any adaptations the plants have for surviving in water. 
• Create a wetland poem based on observations and notes made along the trail. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New York Botanical Gardens. A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s 
Adventure Garden Making Informal Learning Fun. [Online] Available: 
http://www.nybg.org/chil_edu/ECAG_TeachersGuide_web.pdf [16 March 2005]. 
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Appendix P:  Examples of Worksheets 
 
KWL Worksheet 
What We Know What We Want To Learn What We Learned 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The New York Botanical Gardens. A Teacher’s Guide to the Everett Children’s 
Adventure Garden Making Informal Learning Fun. [Online] Available: 
http://www.nybg.org/chil_edu/ECAG_TeachersGuide_web.pdf [16 March 2005]. 
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Gould League. Minibeast Teaching Activities. [Online] Available: 
http://www.gould.edu.au/downloads/MinibeastActivitiesP1.pdf [15 April 2005]. 
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Appendix Q:  Examples of How the Programs Link with Curriculum Areas 
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The Missouri Botanical Gardens. “In The Air” Module Matrix. [Online] 
Available: http://www.intheair.org/modules/module-matrix.pdf [5 April 2005]. 
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The Missouri Botanical Gardens. “In The Air” Module Matrix. [Online] 
Available: http://www.intheair.org/modules/module-matrix.pdf [5 April 2005]. 
  
The Melbourne Immigration Museum. Passport Teachers Kit. [Online] Available: 
http://immigration.museum.vic.gov.au/pdf/Passport-Teachers_Kit.pdf [7 April 2005]. 
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Appendix R:  Example Confirmation Letter Supplemental Sheet 
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Appendix S:  Screen Shots from Example Website 
Shot 1:  Student Programs page that can be links from the main education services 
page. 
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Shot 2:  Education Excursions Program page that is linked from Students Programs 
page in Shot 1. 
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Shot 3:  Introduction to the Gardens page that is linked from the Education Excursions 
Program page shown in Shot 2.  
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Appendix T: Example Organisation for Future Thematic Kits  
 
Section 1: Introduction 
 This first section of the kit could include the introduction that is used for the 
current kits, which briefly describes how the Gardens are a place for students to learn.  
A table of contents would also help the teacher find the pages of a particular section 
of the kit. 
Section 2: Purpose and outcomes 
 In this section we recommend that the staff members creating the new kits or 
editing the current kits describe the purpose of this teachers’ kit, which is to assist the 
teachers in teaching their students about the excursion or to reflect upon it.  Also in 
the current kits is a list of the outcomes of the programs.  We recommend that the 
staff members list these objectives after stating the purpose of the kit.  Next, they give 
the booking information.  This order also works well and we recommend continuing 
to sequence the information in this way. 
Section 3: Programs the kit can be used for 
 The future thematic kits, which will be created for multiple programs that are 
of similar theme, should include a list of the programs the kit can be used for.  This 
list will allow the teachers to easily see if they are using the correct kit to teach their 
students.  We recommend that the staff members include a short description of those 
programs so the teacher will have a sense of how the program is structured. 
Section 4: Practical information 
 The current kits already include useful practical information for teachers to 
know before coming on their excursion, such as the times of the program, lunches, 
clothing, rubbish, and first aid.  In addition, teachers would like to know where the 
toilets are before arrival.  In this section we also recommend that the map of the Royal 
Botanic Gardens and the Children’s Garden are included, along with any rules about 
how to behave in the Children’s Garden that the teacher can inform the students 
before the excursion. 
Section 5: History of the Royal Botanic Gardens and Children’s Garden 
 Many teachers expressed interest in having information about the history of 
the Royal Botanic Gardens.  This general information will give the teachers an 
understanding of the Gardens that they could pass on to their students.  In kits that 
have programs involving the Children’s Garden, we recommend that the history of 
how the staff decided to create this garden would be interesting for the teachers to 
know.   
Section 6: Plant names and history 
 This section of information about plants flows from the previous section about 
the Gardens.  In the current kits, facts and history about some of the areas and plants 
around the Gardens are included.  Because the thematic kits will cover more than one 
program, more information about the areas and plants that are seen during these 
excursions should be included.  To ensure that the students do not have any 
expectations from learning about these areas beforehand, we recommend that the staff 
members write a note to teachers at the beginning of this section asking the teachers 
to use this section after the excursion.  The teachers can use this section to have a 
discussion with the students afterwards to remember the excursion. 
Section 7: Victorian school frameworks 
 The teachers of Victoria need to teach according to the current frameworks, 
including the CSF and “The Standards” (VELS).  Due to this, the teachers would like 
to be provided with a list of which aspects of the frameworks the programs can help 
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address.  Some programs may address different aspects of the framework, so it would 
need to be noted which programs follow which aspects.  With this, the teachers can 
easily see how the excursion is appropriate for the children to attend and how it can fit 
their requirements.  It would also be beneficial to identify activities that also help 
connect aspects of the framework to the programs. 
Section 8: Integrating excursions into classroom curriculum 
 The teachers like to integrate their excursion into topics the students are 
working on in class.  They expressed interest in ideas for what different topics, other 
than science, the programs might be related to.  We recommend that the staff compile 
examples of how the excursion might relate to different areas of the curriculum.  This 
may also help the teachers more easily choose a program if they know what unit the 
students will be working on when they are planning the excursion for. 
Section 9: Hands-on activities 
 In the current kits, the hands-on activities are found throughout the kit after 
different sections.  We recommend that one section is formed to contain all the ideas 
for hands-on activities.  Because some teachers found that aspects of some kits were 
not tailored for all levels, it would be beneficial for the activities to be divided into 
groups for different levels.   
Section 10: Class project instructions and topic sheets 
 Class project instructions are procedural topics, such as information including 
instructions on how to make a terrarium.  Topic sheets are issues, concepts, and ideas, 
such as deforestation or a compost heap, which describes the topic’s purpose and why 
it is done or used.  Because these two components may include activities, this section 
is closely related to the hands-on activities section.  Therefore, we recommend that 
these two sections follow each other in the new kits. 
Section 11: Songs 
 Teachers who teach children in the years of kindergarten and preparatory find 
the songs included in the Early Childhood Kit to be engaging activities for their 
students.  In kits that have programs for young students, we recommend the inclusion 
of more songs for teachers to sing with their students.  At that age, some hands-on 
activities are too advanced for the children, and the songs are an effective alternative. 
Section 12: References  
 This section will include any references used throughout the kit, similar to that 
of the current kits.  A note to teachers can also be included to guide them to the 
website to locate links to organisations with helpful worksheets for students. 
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